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P1 ANUTNC FOR PEGPLI

Population growth has b$7,come an imoortant issue of Ancern for People involved in the land

use decision making process. KnowledgQ of the make un of a communities population can May an

important role in determining the development nends of the community. This audio tutorial unit

is desioned to introduce you to the issue of population growth; techniques for analyzing ponula-

tion nrowth data; alternative patterns for future population nrowth; and the role of population
data in land use decision making. At the conclusion of thi!, unit, you should be able to:

I. Analyze population growth curves for the State of Conneeticut and the world.

2. ['stir-late the imnact of continued pool,lation orooth on resource consumontlon, demand for
goods and services, waste nroduction and environmental pollution.

3. Aonly population statistics to the computation of birth rate, death rate and Population
orowth -1te.

Inmare and contrast the
rreasino or remaininq con

9. Pifterentia

_ of age ny
nt] in size.

ulations that are increasinn,

Inn population density anb nooulation distribution.

Identify nortions of the official United States Census that would orove to he of value
in land use decision making.

a community survey to heln identify concerns and needs of your town.as well as
interpret the results in terms of their impact on land use.

nescribe ways in which population growth and census data can be utilized in the land
use decision making process.

Describe how population Projections for y ur community will affect the towns plan
for development.

As You Proceed through this unit, feel free to stop the recorder and study guide sheets that
root. ire additional tire for analvsis and interpretation. We know that you will find information
in this unit to be of great value in Planning for neonle:

RE A RECYCLER YOURSELF. WrITE YOUR COMMENTS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS ON SCRAP PAPER INSTEAD
THESE 6WIDE SHEETS. IN THIS WAY, THESE GUIDE SHEETS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR THE NEXT PERSON I
YOUR COnUNITY WHO WILL BE MAKING USE OF THIS UNIT.



GUIDE SMUT # 2

PLANNING FOR PEOPLE

A. "Today, in human soc ety, we can perhaps hope to survive in : l our prized dirversity prtvided
we can achieve an u timate loyalty to our single, beautiful and vulnerable planet Earth."

Rene Dubois

B. "The grpwing population and expanding economy of Connecticut have had a profound impact upon

the life sustaining natural environtrient. The air, water, land and other natural resources
taken for granted since the settlement of Connecticut are now recognized as finite and pre-
cious."

Connecticut General Assembly, P. A. 872
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B. Population Size, Doubling Time, and Growth Rate from Historical

Times to the Present.

Yen-

3 million B.C.
400,000 B.C.
20,000 B.C.
6,000 B.C.

1650 A.D.

1850 A,D.
1930 A.D.
1975 A.D.

Population
Size

415,000
1 million
2.2 million
5 million

500 million
1,000 million
2,000Million
4,000 million

Doubling Time

About 2,5 million
About 400,000
About 14,000

200
80
40

Annual Growth
Rate

0.00003%
0.0002%
0.005%

0.3%
0.5%
0.8%
1.9%

The relationship between Population Size, Resource Consumption and

Pollution.

mre PEOPLE

increased
WASTE and POLLUTION

more PRODUCTION

6

more RESOURCE
CONSUMPTIT-

increased consumption
of GOODS and SERVICES

leads
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B. Acceleratior ConnQcticut's Population Growth as revealed by the

shortening of its Doubling Time.

TIME SPAN for DOUBLING CONNECTICUT'S POPULATION



1970 Conn. Poflul atI oil 3 milli,
UMW II '; Donhlinq Lim,' 40 yor.!ars

FACI ON CONNFCTICUT' l'1)ItJI A' N

IATION
Connecticut ranks 24th in the nation in population. It ranked 6th in the

census. It is thr only New England tatc to move in its rank in the new census
Connect cut has led ail the nortleastern states in population growth.

'In 7 out of the last 8 decades the growth_of Connecticut has been greater than
the national average. in the last decade (1960-1970), the averaue per cent
iner ase of the 05A was 13.37 and of Connecticut 19.6%."(7)

Connecticut ranked 4th in the nationjn population density in th_ 1970
census.(6)

In 1790 there were 49 neople ncr square mile. This was 11 ti- es the average
derv,Ity(6)

in 1970 there were 624 people per square mile. This was 10.7 tl (s the
avp age USA density.(6)

By the year 2000 there are estimated to be 1000 people per square mile in
Connecticut.(4)

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH?
The baby bulge or the late 40'.- is reaching its peak reproductive years. If

trends of the past have meaning for the future, Connecticut's nresent population
of 3 million will increase to 5 million by the year 2000.

If the newly married were simply to have two children to replace themsel e
Connecticut's population would still increase by 30% to over four million by
the year 2000, owing to the large number of women now apnroach4ng their prime
child bearing age.

Natural growth is not the only means of Connecticut ponulation g owth.
Net in-migration into Connecticut plays a large role also. Even with a zero
natural Population growth, the population would rise more than 25% by the net
in-migration.(1)

OPEN SPACE
-----TTETreatest number of people in Connecticut live in the areas of least
open space. Large volumes of open space exist in northeas ern and northwestern
Connecticut. These areas have the least dense population. 2)

Agriculture (Wooded land, suburban lawns, flowers and trees, rocky ridge
tons, lakes and rivers, swamps, marshes, shellfish grounds, and working farms
occupies 2 out of 3 million acres in Connecticut.(2)

HOUSING

-----TEere are 18,000 acres of blight (deteriorated, crowded, dirty, noisy
conditions) in 68 of our 169 towns. More than 8 of all urban areas are
blighted.(1)

WASTE DISPOSAL

-iNT7cIETEi Department of Health estimotes that within five years half the
towns in Connecticut will have used ud all the land available for waste disnosal.(1)

RECREATION
19T-fhe Sta s standards the minimum desirable acreage for recreation
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shoul(I he _) acres nor 1000 nersons. Already every type of recreation is helow

this leve The recreation demand is oreator than the capacity of the state
facilities in swimming, 'mating, fishing, Camning, picnicking, hunting hiking

and golf. Fven the narking demand greatly exceeds the canacity,(3)

TRANSPORTATION
Automdblio r. ii5trvjon will go From a current figure oF 1.2 million to

2.5 million in th e next 30 to 40 yea

Truck reqi s brition will shoot up from 146,000 to somewhere near 350,000
in the nex, 30 to 40 years,

By the year 2000:
total norson trios for the st-'e will almost double from 4.2 milli n

wiles to 7.!-) million lid 7 million of hose r les withio the
state.

the averaoe trip length wil,1 increase_bY
the total vehicle miles will trinle. )'

P000 WAS RIGHT: "WE HAVE MET THE ENEMY AND THEY ARE

SOURC_ES

(1) Report of tlr Gov rnor's Committee on Environmental Policy. "An Environ-
mental Policy for Connectic " State of Connecticut, June 1970.

(2) Connecticut Interroaional Planning Program. "Connecticut: Choices for
Action." State of Connecticut, 1967.

) Connecticut Interregional Planning Program. "Connecticut Tomorrow." State
of Connecticut, 1966.

(4) Connecticut Develonment Commi ion. "Population: A Demogranhic Ana ysis
of Connecticut 1790-2000." State of Connecticut, 1962.

(5) New Haven Register. December 1, 1970. 1970 U.S. census data.

(6) Data Book Social and Economic _Statis_tics, U.S. Dept. of Comme e, 1973.

(7) Denartment of Finance and Control, Census 70, State of Connecticu 1972.
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POPPRATION ST- ticlIN: WHAT DO THEY MEAP

An exchange of letters took place recently in
the Portland (Oregon) Press between a local resi-
dent and a representative of the Portland chapter
of Zero Population Growth, Inc. At one point in
the exchange the citizen asked: "Shall we use
ZPG's statistics or those I used from the Census
Bureau...?" _The ZPG man was quick to respond
that he used Census Bureau statistics, too.

The episode is typical of the confusion that
is generated when complex, controversial subjects
are discussed in terms of numbers. Statistics are
powerful weapons in a controversy; all too often
they are used improperly, inaccurately, and even
dishonestly. Those who wish to understand a sub-
ject, and to judge the merits of opposing views,
must be able to spot the occasions when statis-
tics are used incorrectly. Those who wish to take
part in, or report on, a controversial subject have a
further task: to make sure the numbers they quote
are both accurate and appropriate to the point
being made.

The major purpose of most population statis-
tics is to describe how populations have changed and
are changing, andmost difficult but also most inter-
esting--how they will change in the future. Demog-
raphers have developed a number of measures to
describe the behavior of populations. Each has ad-
vantages--and defects. This Profile outlines the most
common measures of population dynamics, and in-
dicates how they can most profitably be used.

There is another side to demographic statis-
tics that, unless it is continually kept in mind, can
also be misleading. That is the question of accuracy.
Demographers are constantly aware that the num-
bers they use may not be very reliable, but some-

1

1 0

times laymen forget it. Even in advanced count
where statistics have been collected for many years,
the accuracy of numbers that represent the behav-
ior of millions of people often is open to question.
And sometimes, especially for indicators based on
sophisticated computations, available figures can
be outdated.

POPULOON INDICATORS

A good way to illustrate both the quality of
demographic data and some of the major demogra-
phic measures is to describe how one of the simp-
lest figures--the total national populationis devel-
oped. The basic measures used for estimating total
population come from the NATIONAL CENSUS.
Most countries todaythere are some notable ex-
ceptions including the world's moSt populous coun-
try, China--conduct population censuses on a fairly
regular basis. Some censuses collect information on
a broad range of subjects, while others at-2 aimed
simply at counting the number of people in the
country at a given time.

If a national census involves a genuine effort
to count every person, rather than just estimating
populations on a regional basis, the most common
error is likely to result from the fact that some peo-
ple just didn't get counted.

The size of the undercount may be estimated
by conducting a post-census survey in which a rep-
resentative sample is asked whether they were count-
ed during the census. The proportion of those
sampled who had no been counted gives an esti-
mate of the size of the undercount. In the 1960
U.S. Census, for example, the undercount W15 eSti-
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mated op In! 1 per ent, or almo
people. I !lc cstimate ol the 1970 census tinder

int has mit yet been made by the Census Bureau.

A census gives more or less accurate estimate
number of people in a country al one point

in tiine 13ur Con,,tises are taken too seldom to he
satislactory for many uses. Of ten, estimates
needed of the population at times between censuses.

One w.-ty of making such estinutes IS tO USC
the INTL: RCENSAL GROWTH RA1 E. This fig
tire is computed by subtracting the population Ne-

il the previous census from that of the current
census, which yields file intercensal population

h In the I Ii,Itt Lei at Pc) for oNample, the
1970 Census population was 203 million, and the
196(1 populati on was 179 million.

INTERCENSAL [1970 POPULATIUN]
GROWTH [1960 POPULATION]

This figure is co,verIcd to alt aver age aniumh
growth RATE by dividing it by the n mber of
years between censuses (10 years in the case of the
U.S.) and dividing the result by the total popula-
tion of the earlier census year:

AVERAGE

ANNUAL
GROWTH RATE

INTERCENSAL GROWTH

YEARS BETWEEN CENSUSES

EARLIER (1960) P PULATION

24 MILLION

10

79 MILLION

= 1.3 PERCENT PER YEAR

The growth rate can be used to make a rough
estimate of the population in the years between
censuses. If t IP' population had continued to grow
at 1.3 percent per year through 1971, then the
population for that year would be 1.3 percent grea-
ter than the 1970 figure, for a total of 207 million.

This estimate is based on a statistical project-
n of the 1970 population in which it is assumed

the population continued to grow at 1.3 per-
cent. Most such projections of where a population

ing are based on an assumption of this sort:
that the rate of change will remain the same as it
was when last measured (or that it will vary in a
certain way). Rates can change unpredictably,
however. A given rate is accurate only at the tirne
it is measured. Any extension beyond that period,
especially for more than a short time, is open to
error.

2

1 1

On ti ni

Another way to etitn,If e nopnmh,ti in

censuses involves the use of three other

The CREWE BIRTH RATE measures the
intl nnhcr of babies born in ono year 1 or each 1,000

in the population at the midpoint of thatperS IS

same yer:

NUMBER OE BIRTHS PER YEAR
BIRTH RATE = x 1000

POPULATION

Similarly, the CRUDE DEATH RATE is the
number of deaths in one year per 1,000 population:

DEATH RAT
NUMBER OF DEATHS PER YEAR

/ 1000
PUPULATION

Ni I MIGRATION is the difference between
number of people who ent ountry in one

year (immigration ) and the number who leave
(emigration):

NET MIGRATION = IMMIGRATION EMIGRATION

Net migration can be either positive wi h
more immigrants than emigrants, or negative, with
more people leavingthan entering.

All three of these measures are complicated
and difficult to obtain, especially for the less devel-
oped countries. They require tit-rt up-to-date birth
and death records be kept on the local level, and
that the results be forwarded to a central authority
for integration on a national basis. Even in the
United States, it was not until 1933 that all the
states joined the federal system of bit th and death
registration, and many countries still do not have
national systems.

Still, even partial registration can be used to
estimate birth and death rates, and together these
two indicators give a measure of the NATURAL
INCREASE of a country (excluding migration ):

RATE OE NATURAL [BIRTH RATE DEATH RATE]

INCREASE 10

Since birth and death rates are measured as so-
many per 1,000 population, the difference is divid-
ed by 10 to yield increase per 100 population, or
percent.

In the United States in 1970, the birth rate
was 18 per 1,000, and the death rate was 9 per
1,000. That means that the rate of natural increase
was (18-9)/10 = 0.9 percent.
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1111grat1011 C111 Vol led 10 oi "Per-
" 7igure arid added into the entta ion to yield

W J II RATE:

GROWTH

RATE

NET
[BIRTH DEATH'I MIGRATION X MO
I RATE RATE

POPUIATION

In the United Stales in 1970, net migration
was 0, or 2 per 11000 population. So the
total growth rate wrt,:, (18-9 + 2)/10 = 1 .1 percent.

This figure can be compared with the average
al Intercensal Growth Rate computed earlier.

I hat figure was kJ percent; so the annual popu-
lation growl h rate in (he United States has dropped
compared with the average rate during the 1960s.

For projections of population growth over
more than a year or two, demographers like to
have even more dor;Ided indicators than births and
deaths. Most of ,e measures depend on a know-
ledge of the AGE STRUCTURE of a population.

Age structure has significant effects on popu-
lation growth. Basically, the rate of natural increase
depends on two factors: the rate at which women
in the reproductive age group are having babies,
called FERTILITY, and the proportion of women
who are in the child-bearing period of their lives.
In the United States, for instance, the cl, 'Aren born
during the high-fertility years of the 19505, more
numerous than those bona in the previous decade,
will be entering the ranks of parents during the
1970s and 1980s. Even if fertility remains at its
present low level, the number of babies born per
1,000 total population--the birth rate--is likely to
be higher. Fertility would have to drop below pre-
sent levels for the birth rate to remain unchanged.

Fertility is measured in several different ways.
Each has advantages and disavantages, which makes
it more or less useful in projecting future popula-
tion growth.

GENERAL FERTILITY is the number of
children born each year per 1,000 women in the
reproductive age group (15 to 44 years in the Uni-
ted States), This measure takes the age structure
into account to a certain extent, unlike the birth
rate. In 1 971 the general fertility rate was 82.3
births per 1,000 women. If general fertility stayed
at that level for 30 years, the length of the repro-
ductive cycle, that measure would correspond to
30X82.32469 births per 1,000 women, or 2.47

I,jit per Milan. nut I hat is a highly artificial
measure, since it assumes constant fertility and
does not reflect changes in the age structure. For
this reason, while the general fertility rate is used
to measure changes in current fertility, other indi-
cators are computed to It fleet longer term fertility
trends.

The AGE SPECIFIC FERTILITY RATE elim-
inates the effect of age structure entirely; it is the
number of births per year to 1,000 women of a
particular age- It can be cornputed (if the data are
available) for each single Year of age during the re-
productive years, but it Is usually computed for
five-Year age groups: women 15-19 years old, 20-
24 years, 25-29 years, and so on.

The TOTAL FERTILITY RATE is based on
age-specific rates. It measures the total number of
children 1,000 women would have if they passed
through their reproductive years with the age-spe-
cific fertility of a particular year. For example, in
1968 the fertility rate for women aged 15-19 years
in the U.S. was 66 births Per 1,000; for women aged
20-24 it was 167, and for Women aged 25-29 it was
140.

To compute thetotalfer tlityratefor 1968,a de-
mographer would assume that 1,000 Women would
have 66 births per year between the times when
they were 15 and 19, 167 births per year between
the ages 20 to 24, 140 births per year between ages
25 and 29, and so on, corresponding to the fertility
rates that existed for each age group in that one
year, 1968.

Naturally, no group of 1,000 women is going
to experience exactly the fertility pattern assumed
in computing the total fertility rate. Age-specific
fertility is likely to change Over the 30 years requir-
ed for a group of women to Pass through their fer-
tile period. So the total fertility rate is hypotheti-
cal: It is another of tho5e Measures that need the
warning phrase: "If present rates continue".

There is a fertility measure that, unlike the to-
tal fertility rate, Measures the number of children a
group of 1,000 women have actually had. That is
called the COMPLETE() FERTILITY RATE. It
measures the total nuMber of children born to
women who reach the end of their reproductive
cycle in the Year the measure is taken. In the
United States in 1968, the completed fertility rate
for women aged 44 was2-7 per 1,000 women.

3
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At first glance it might seern that cu,rpIete '
fert ility would be a much more reliable Indicator
than the unreal figure represented by the total
fertility rate. The difficulty is that most child ren
are born to women in their 20s; so the com pleted
fert ility figure measures the ch ild-Learing behavior
of women who had most of their children 20 years
earlier. This nukes it much less useful for estima-
ting what fertility behavior is like at present, Of is
going to be like in the future,

ZERO GROWTHTHE REPLACEMENT LEVEL

Much of the discussion going on about popu-
lation today is concerned with the question of pop-
ulation growth, and especially on the question of
zero population growth. Using the indicators des-
cribed in the previous section, w hat can be said
about halting populatio n growth in this country?

Some recent reports, drawing on declines in
the birth rate and in fertility, suggest that zero
population growth might be just around the cernee
But a further look at the statistics, in the light of
their limitations, shows that this possibil ity is

remote.

What is zero growth ?Basica lly, It is a condit on
under which the birth rate Is equal to t he death
rate (ignoring the effects of net migration).

Obviously, with the current 1971 birtn rate
at 17 per 1,000 and the death rate at 9 per 1,000,
the country is nowhere near ZP G, Its rate of natu-
ral increase is 8 per 1,000 or 0.23 percent per year,
a net increase in t he U.S. population of about 1.7
million people per year. In fact, as far as is known,
birth rates have never declined t o c lose to the level
of the death rate in the United 5tates, even during
the low fert ility period of the 19 30s.

But birth and death rates, alt hough they
accurately reflect present population conditions,
are poor predictors of t he future. This is be cause
they are so sensitive to variations in the age
st ructure, and because fertility behavior ea n c hange
rapidly.

Replacement level of Fertility

So the next step is to look at fertilit, rates.
Demographers have calculated that II women have
a completed fertility rate of 2_11 children, there
w ill be enough births to replace tile parents and
compensate for premature deaths. This figure, 21 I,
s called the REPLACENIENT L EVE_ of fertility.

1 3 4

(Conti n ued)

Cunipieted feti lity lot aye GALA ef ornen
who came cut of their childbearing years in 19705
(born 1925.1929) will be over 3. QUiEe clearly,
th is cohort was nowhere near t he replacenent level
of fedi I ity. liut it has already teen neted that the
o mpleted fertility applies to women vho were

doing most of their childbear ing 15 or 20 years
earlier. It can tell what fertility behavior was in
the past, but it is not very informative ahout pres.-
eril fertility behavior, and almost useless in pro-
jecting future behavior.

lhe measere of total fertility would s.eeiyi to
be more useful, siece It deals with current fertility
palterns_ In cornputing total fertility, it iia.surpie d
that worten just entering the reproduciive years
will follow the age specific fertility pattern for a
given year. If this age specific pattern remains the
sarne throughout the 30 years 01 their reproductive
cycle, these women would luvea completed fertil-
ity equal to the total fertility ihal was computed
for that given year.

I n 196S, the total fertility rale vias 2.5. Pro-
visional f igures for 19169 and 1970based ori 1968
age specific fertility ratesare 2.4 airld 2.5. In 1967,
at the height of the baby hoonn,the t ota I fertil ity
race was 3./. Looking at this decline, there is a
ernptation to say that fella i I.ty .s c.ose to the re-
pla cement level of 2.11particularly since general
fertility dropped in 1 971 .

But there are two reasons for resisting t his
temptation. ln the first place , total fertility is
only hypothetical_ It Is based en the assurription
tha t fertility will remain uncha nged for 30 years.
But age-specific fertility could so up during that
period; it could go down. Age at marriage could
change; so could the spacing of children born.
It could increase at tile higher age levels and cle.
crease at the younger ages, or vice-versa. Fertility
behavior is so great ly influenced by cornplcx social,

anornie and psychological factors that predicting
its future course is extremely chancy.

The ot her reaso n for hes itancy is that t he
total fertility rate is out of date, For several reasons,
particularly budgetary ones, the National Center
for Health Statistics has fallen behind ie cornpmitl ng
data on age-sreeific fer tility, so °hat the latest avail-
able figures are for 1 968 (with provisional 1949
and 1970 figures), The lag in this Important indica .
tor is particularly unfortunate b.eca tise of the con-

rsy
currently surrounding population guts.

tloorivse.
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The general fertility rate, the number of child-
ren born ;lath vcar per %OM reproductive-age
women is more current: The provisional figure for
1971, 82.3, has already been published. General

fertility, as has been shown, is a be ter indicator
of childbearing activity than the birth rate, be-
cause it takes the age structure into account. But
if total fertility is a chancy tool for estimating fu-

CHILDREN EVER BORN TO AGE 40, FOR WOMEN BORN 1880-1929

Total births per woman
to age 40
4.0

.5

0

2,5

2.0

1.0

0
18 1 85- 1

1864 1889 1894
1 5- 1900- 1905-

(904 ,1909 1

Dote of Birth

Source National Center for Flejitli Statistics

Completed Fertility decreased for women svh
Inoeased for post-World-War II mothers.

1 15- 1920- 192
1 19 1924 1929

most of their childbearing in the

14
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TOTAL FERTILITY AND GENERAL FERTILITY, 1915.1971

MN! Fertili. y Rate
(Hypothetical birthr
4.0

er woman)

General Fertility Rate

(Annual births per 4300 warnen
140

2.5

2.0

1.

1.0

GENERAL FERTILITY RATE
(ricihi scale

1925 1930 1935

Source: National Center for Health Statistics

The decrease in fertility since the baby boom p
the 1920s and early 1930s.

lure population trends, the general fertility
is even more unreliable.

940 1945 1950 1955 0 1965 1970

k of 1957 parallels the earlier decline of

U.S. POPULATIONWHERE IT'S AT

The previous section was concerned with the
limitations on what can be gleaned from popula-
tion statistics. The general conclusion was that it
is impossible to say with certainty at this time

6

how close fertility is to the replacement level, and
most unwise to predict when replacement will be
reached. It is even less advisable to predict how
soon population growth will end.

But some conclusions can indeed be drawn
about current fertility behavior, based on data

available. At the least, what is known about the
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present can be compared w th the fuller details
that have been collected for earlier periods.

Completed fertility measures the childbearing
behavior of women coming out of their reproduct-
ive years. The most convenient figure to use is the
total number of children born to women up to the
age of 40, since few children are born beyond that
age. The curve shows that women who were born in
1885 to 1889, and who were at peak fertility just
before World War I, were averaging more than three
births each by age 40. Twenty years later, in the
1930s, women in their peak fertility years were
bearing fewer children: The average fertility by age
40 for this group was a little more than two births
per woman. Early in the 1950s, fertility was up
again; the group that was in its 20s in those years
reached an average of three births per woman at
age 40.

The trend traced by the completed fertility
curve is also reflected in the total fertility indica-
tor, which was higher than three children per
woman in the early 1920s, dipped to 2.2 children
in the late 1930s, and rose to 3.7 children in the
late 1950s. Since then, the total fertility rate shows
a decline; in 1968, the latest figure available, it was
2.48 children per woman.

The general fertility rate similarly reflects these
changes. In the early 1920s it was well above 100
births per 11000 women in the reproductive age
groups, It fell below 80 during the 1930s, then rose
to a peak of 121 in the late 1950s. Since then it
has decreased, reaching 82.3 in 1971.

These trends show that fertility has declined
dramatically in the 14 years since general fertility
peaked in 1957. But a look at history shows that
the decline was equally dramatic in the 12 years
from 1921 to 1933. General fertility has not yet
reached the low point of the 1930s, when it re-
mained below 80 per 1,000 for eight years.

What about replacement fertility and zero
population growth? The total fertility rate for
the low years of the 1930s was very close to the
replacement level. Despite these low levels, how-
ever, the country was never close to zero popula-
tion growth. The baby boom that took place in the
1940s and 1950s, arid continued well into the
1960s, sent the population growth rate up a steep
incline.

Nor is the country close to zero growth today.
Fertility has riot fallen to the levels of the 1930s;

even if it does, it will take many years of sustained
low fertility to overcome the effects of the rela-
tively large number of people now entering the
reproductive period of their lives.

POPULATION PROJECTIONS

The decline in fertility since the late 1950s
has not been ignored by those attempting to pre-
dict future U.S. population trends. Rapid changes
in fertility place a heavy burden on the economy
and on the society. The sharp increase in child-
bearing during the baby boom Years put a severe
strain on schools, once these children reached their
sixth year; likewise, a substantial decrease in the
young age groups would require adjustments in
education, health and other services_

As a result, there has been Much controversy
over the significance of the fertility decline of the
1960s, accompanied by some dubious manipulation
of population statistics on the part of a few partici-
pants. One highly publicized report by a private
research firm extended the current fertility decline
downward through the 1970s and announced that
the nation was in danger of "Instant ZPG"vague-
ly defined as zero growth within a decade or a few
decades.

Warnings of this kind are contradicted by the
population projections released by the U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau. Their main technique in making pro-
jectionsthe current series includes four, labeled
Series B, C,D and Eis 'CO assume that fertility
will follow various paths, and to COMPute how pop-
ulation will change, given the present ege structure,
certain factors of mortality and irnmitration levels.
Series B, the highest fertility assumption, is based
on a level of 3,1 children per woman; Series E, the
lowest, assumes that fertility will decline gradually
to reach replacement, 2.11, in the year 2000. An-
other Series, labelled X, is the same ae SerieS E but

assumes that net immigration will be zero.

Under Series X assumptions, zero growth
would not be reached until the year 2037, at which
time U.S. population would be 276 million, 67
million greater than at present.

Below Replacement Fertility

What if fertility dropped below replacement?
Such fertility behavior has never haPiaened before,
but there is nothing to prevent such an event, and
there are a number of forces, including better con-
traceptives, easier access to abortion, economic
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factors, and environmental concerns, that could
push it down.

In response to such speculation the Census
Bureau has issued a new series of "illustrative" pro-
jections with lower fertility assumptions than Series
E. There are 12 projections in the new series, six
assuming no net immigration, and six assuming an

annual net immigration of 400,000 (the same as
for Series B through E).

The Census Bureau has not issued these new
projections as a substitute for the Series B-through-
E curves. Rather, they are illustrations of what
could be expected under what seem to be rather
unrealistic assumptions (although some of them

PROj ECTED PC.i!=ULATION GROWTH, VARYING FERTILITY ASSUMPTIONS, TO 2030

Population in millions
450

400

3-00

250

2 0

1 0

100

50

Serie

Series E,

Series V
(with-irnmigraticin

Series V
(no immigration)

PRB

1900 1970 1990 2010 20 0

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census

Even if fertility drops well below replacement, as in the Censu
population growth will continue well into the 21st century.

8

17

ureau's Series V projection,
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would appear to be more realistic than the Series -B

projection, with its assumption of a fertility of 3.1

children).
Two of the new projections, Series T and Ser-

ies W, assume that fertility Will drop to replace-

ment by 1980 and 1970 respectively. Series V

assumes that fertility will continue its downward

course to reach a level of 1.5 by 1980, and then in-

crease to reach replacement by the year 2000.

These projections show that even if fertility
continues to decrease considerably below replace-

ment, as in Series V, population growth would con-

tinue well into the 21st century, although it would

have slowed substantially by the year 2000. Assum-

ing no net immigration, population under Series

V assumptions would be 240 million in 2000, and

254 million in 2030. With annual net immigration

of 400,000, population would be 255 million by

the year 2000 and 287 million by 2030, according

to the Series V projection.

CONCLUSION

The future course of population growth is

vitally important to the economic and social well-

being of America. Providing public services such as

schools and health care; predicting future markets

for everything from toys to automobiles and hous-

ing; planning for urban growthall these activities

are affected by how many people there are, and

how many there will be.

But projecting future popula ion, as this

Profile shows, is not an easy task. The spread be-

tween the Census Bureau's Series B projection and

its "illustrative- Series V curve is almost 100 mill-

ion people by the year 2000less than 30 years in

the future. The spread becomes almost 200 million

- close to the present total U.S. population by the

year 2020. Both of these extreme projections are

unlikely, but neither is unreasonable. And their

reasonableness makes the planning task of those

responsible for preparing for the future much
harder.

The projections prepared by the Census Bur-

eau, and the analysis presented here, show one fact:

that the threat of "Instant ZPG" is a remote one.
Population growth is extremely likely to continue

,for many years, even if fertility rates remain at

present levels or drop even further.

At the same time, there is strong evidence that

population growth is likely to come to an end in

the future, perhaps within the lifetime of Many of

those being born today. Although there will be

many adjustments to be made in the economy and

the society as a result of this trend, there will be

time to adjust to them. And there are also many

benefits to be derived from a reduction in popula-

tion growth.
As the Commission on Population Growth and

the American Future put it in its final report of

March, 1972:
"The nation should welco

stabilized population."

e and plan for a
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READINGS IN POPULATION

Brown, Harrison and Edward Hutchings, J . Are our Descendants Doomed? New York: The Viking Press,
1972. 377 pp. $12.50.

Twelve papers presented at a California Institute of Technology Conference on the impact of tech-
nological change on the growth and concentration of human populations, discussing religious and
cultural aspects of population control, developments in contraceptive research, UN's role in pop-
ulation/family planning programs, historical changes in the balance of births and deaths, and the
relationship of economic development to population growth and environmental change.

Brubaker, Sterling. 1 o Live on Earth: Man and His Environment in Pers ec ive. Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1972. 202 pp. $6.95.

A text on the impact of economic, technological and demographic growth on the environment, dis-
cussing areas of concern, future prospects, options and possible solutions.

Brunn, Stanley D. Urban4ation in Developing Countries: An International Bibliography. East Lansing:
Latin American Studies Center and The Center for Urban Affairs, Michigan State University, 1971,
693 pp. $8.00.
Over 7,000 multilingual, bibliographic entries on political, social, economic, health, planning and
community development and housing aspects of urbaniFation in Africa, Asia and Latin America.
The material is listed by region, subregion and country,14and includes a subject index.

Commission on Population Growth and the America6 Future. Po ulation and the American Future.
New York: New American Library, 1972. 362 pp. $1.50.

A paperback advance release of the report of the historic Commission's two-year study on the econom-
ic social and environmental implications of US population growth. Included are all dissenting state-

t
ments by individual Commission members, references and lists of the more than 100 commissioned research
papers and witnesses in national public hearings.

Lee Luke T. and Arthur Larson As. Population and Law. Durham, North Carolina: Rule of Law Press,
1971. 452 pp. $19.38. Twelve structured surveys and A,aluation of legislation affecting population,

#
dealing with birth control, fdmily planning education and services, marriage, divorce and economic
factors related to family, in Asia, the Middle East and Europe; also describes the activities of the
United Nations and other international agencies in the field of population.

19
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Petersen, William, Ed. Readings in Population. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1972. 483 pp.$5.95.

Forty selections by experts in their respective fields on various demographic topics, including popula-

tion growth, theories, age and sex, classification of residence, urbanization, migration, and mor-

tality, fertility and population policy.

Shryock, Henry S. and Jacob S. Siegel. The Methods and Ma

Government Printing Office, 1972. 959 pp. $7.0

A two-volume work designed as a text for courses on demographic methods, and as a research tool for

the professional, giving information on population data gathering techniques, classification, tabulation

and summarizing measures used to reveal population dynamics and composition, with special emphasis

on statistics available for underdeveloped nations and applicable methodology for these areas.

ials of Demoraphy. Washingtu. D.C.: U.S.

TO RECEIVE NB PUBLICATIONS REGULARLY, PLEASE FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS

MEMBERSHIP/SUBSCRIPT1ON 0 D R FORM

Bullet I n.---Compreflensive publications focusing on important aspects and consequences of population

growth.
FRB Me 1Occasional short essays reprinted from existing articles or abridged from speeches.

Population ProfileConcise, illustrated analyses of significant population trends.

World Population Data SheetAn annual 11- x 171/2- chart providing detailed population information for 14G

countries.
The Bulletin is issued six times a year. PRB Selections , Profiles , or Data Sheet are issued between Bulletins.

O Annual Contributor ($15 or mare) 0 Annual Member ($8) Special Membership for Teachers ($5) 0 Special Membership for Students ($5)

O Special Subscription for Libraries ($5) 0 Check for $. .
is enclosed. o Bill me

Name

1 (for Teachers, Studerntu or Lib,a

No.

City

(Seri o: Population Reference Bureau, 175

tate

assachusetts Ave., NA, Washinzten, 0. C. 20036.)

2 0
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PART A. FACTORS INFLUENCING POPULATION CHANGE IN CONNECTICUT

ADDITIVE FACTORS SUBTRACTIVE FA T RS

IN-MIGRATION

DEATHS

OUT-MIGRATION

PART B. FORMULAS FOR CO PUTING ADDITIVE AND 5UBTRACTIVE POPULATION FACTORS.

WORD FORMULA LETTER FORMULA

BIRTH RATE . NUMBER OF BIRTHS PER YEAR ; 1000 BR =

POPULATIA

DEATH RATE = NUMBER OF DEATHS PER YEAR X 1000
POPULATIO

NET MIGRATION = IN- U ATION - OUT-MIGRATION

RATE OF NATURAL BIRTH RATE - DEATH RATE

INCREASE 10

X1000

DR = D X 1000

NM = IN - OM

= BR - DR
10

BIRTH DEATH NET

GROWTH RATE = RATE RATE + MIGRATION X 1000 GR . BR - DR + NM X 1000
POPULATfON

10

2 1

10



I Population Chang s

I 1960-1970:

GUIDE SHEET # 8

1. Did all

2. Which regio
h?

he regions show an increase in population from 1960 - 1970?

s had the largest percentage growth? the least percentage

7b10 1. Population 920-1970

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

CONNECTICUT 1364017 1606903 1709242 2007260 2535234 3032217

ANSONIA 17643 19099 19210 16706 19819 21160

BEACON FALLS 1593 1693 1756 2067 2856 3546

BETHANY 411 480 706 1310 2354 3851

BRANFORD 6627 7022 8060 10944 16610 20444

CHESHIRE 2655 3263 4352 6295 13353 19051

DERBY 11235 10788 10207 10259 12132 12599
EAST HAVEN 3520 1815 9094 12212 21394 25120
GUlLFORQ 2503 3117 3544 5092 7913 12033
HAMDEN 6611 19020 23373 29715 41056 49357
MADISON 1657 1918 2245 3070 4567 9746

GROTON 9227 10770 10910 21096 29937 36244
LEBANON 1343 1436 1467 1654 2434 3804
LEDYABO 1161 1144 1426 1749 5395 14037
LISBON 067 1097 1131 1252 2019 2505
LYME 674 546 717 657 1153 1464

.

MERIDEN 34764 38481 39494 44006 51850 55959
NIOOLEOURY 1067 1449 2 73 3316 4705 5542
MILFORD 10193 12660 16439 26070 41662 50555
NAUGATUCK 1 5051 14315 15388 17455 19511 23034
Pin, HAVEN 162537 162655 160605 164443 152046 137707

N1DOLEFIELD
PlIDDLETOwN 1

1047

22129
1204

24554
1230

26495
1953

29711
3255

33250
4132
36924

OLD SAYBROOK 1463 1643 1965 2499 5274 6460

PCRTLANO 3644 3930 4321 5186 7496 5612

WESTBROOK 049 1037 1159 1549 2399 3020

1. For the city of Ansonia, what was the population increase betwe n 1920 and 1970?

2. What was the average population increase per year between 1920 and 1970 for Anso ia

You will find the answers to this exercise at the bottom of guide sheet .

# 9. Turn the recorder on after you have checked your answers.

22
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Table Averaa. Annual Growth Rates : 192 0

CONNECTICUT

ANSONIA
BEACON FALLS
BETHANY
BRANF0a0
CHESHIRE

DERBY
EAST HAVEN
GUILFORO
HAMDEN
MADISON

GROTON
LEBANON
LEOTARD
LISBON
LYME

1.68 0.44 1.64 2.37

1.21
0.61
1.56
0.58
1.34

1.07
8.25
0.32

1.56
0.67
-0.15
2.38
.2.08

-0.35
0.37
3.93
1.39
2.92

-0.47
1. 53

1. 29

2.08
1. 59

0.13
0.21
2.23
0.31
2.76

MERIDEN 1.02 0.26
MIDDLEBURY 3.11 4.14

MILFORD 2.19 2.65

NAuGATUCK -0.50 0.73

NEW HAVEN 0.01 -0.13

MIOWFIELD
wIDCH.ctuoN
OLO SAYBROOK
PORTLAND
WESTBROOK

1.41
1.05
1.17
0.76
2.02

0.21
0. 76

1.91
0.95
1.12

1.64
6.44
3.11
3.76

-0.03
2.99
3.69
2.43
3.21

7.21
1.21
2.06
1.26
1.40

1.11.

4.32
5.04
1.27
0.24

4.89
1.15
2.33
1.04
2.94

0.5B
3.39
6.11
4.26
7.83

1.69
5.16
4.51
3.29
4.02

3.13
3.04
1.92 10.65

3.35
2:29

0.66
2.08
4.93
2410
3.59

0.311 I

I.62 I

4.24
1.09
7:9Q

Z*

1.63
3.73
4.46
1.12

-0.11

500
1:13
7.75
3.75
9.97

2.41
1.05
4.65
1.63
4.76

1. Has Connecticut's growth rate been even in each decade between 1920 and

1970? Which periods had the highest growth rate and which the lowest

growth rate?

2. What events in American History coincided with the period of slowest growth

and most ranid growth?

Did the individual cities or towns follow the same pattern of changes in

growth rate as the state?

Which cities or towns exhibited the lowest and hi-- :st growth rate between

1940 - 1950?

Does the city or town with the highest growth rate between 1940 - 1950,

still maintain the highest growth rate in 1960 - 1970 period?

1 P197

Answers t Guide Sheet # 7 part R

P1920 . Populati_n increase

21,160 - 17,64 . 3,517

2. Population increase oopulation increase
ndm5iT7-677/TaFsE---

3,517
TOT1 192

,517

0-Tris

per year

70.3 persons/year
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CoapOflIflti of Population Ch'ing*: 1197

Popu n Change
41970

Sources of Population
Change. 1960-70

Percent of 1960-1970
Change nue to:

Number Percent
Natural
Increase

Net
Migration

Naturil
increase

Net
Migration

CCHNECTICUT 446983 19.6 280962 216019 56.5 43.5

ANSONIA 6.8 1778 =32.6
BEACON FAU.S 22.9 440 66.7 33.3
BETHANY 1473 61.8 367 24.9 75.1
BRANFORD 38 4 23.1 1971 5/.6 48.4
CHESHIRB 5664 42.4 1696 29.9 70.1

E 467 3.4 1017 217.0 117.4
EA 7 HAVU4 3732 17.4 2474 1250 66.3 33.7
SUILP040 4120 52.1 1063 3057 25.4 74.2
HAMDEN 4301 20.2 2206 6095 26.6 73.4
4431504 3" 113.9 467 4734 9.0 91.0

GROTON 4307 21.7 7927 340 914
LEBANON 1370 56.3 04 956 30.2 69.4

LEDVA40 944; 175.0 2244 71911 23.4 76.2

11340N 149 39.1 314 471 40.3, 59.7

LYME 301 25.4 47 254 15.6- 84.4
, -. --

4911044 1.9 5303 =1196 129.1 -29.1
_

NIOOLESUAY 15.8 274 83 36.2 63.8

NILFORO_ 9196 22.1 5061 ,55.4 45.0
NAUGATUCK 3523 14.1 190 1341 56.3 43.7
NEW HAVEN 14341 -9.4 13705 ..2 -95.6 195.6

.

MI0 OLBP1141 477
.

26.9 492 56.1 43.9

NIOOLETOWN
CLD sAYOROOK
PORTLAND
wESTOROOK

3674
3194
1316
1421

11.0
60.6
17.6
59.2

3722
676
064
359

.44
2514
445

1062

101.3
21.2
66.0
25.3

=1.3
74.4
34.0
74.7

-

1

ANS ERS TO GU DE SHEET # 9

The growth e has va ied with time.

highest growth rate * 1950 - 1960
lowest growth rate - 1930 - 1940

2. slowest growth - 1930 - 1940 Economic Depression
most rapid growth 1950 - 1960 Post Korean War Pro perity

3. Yes, more or less

highest growth rate 1940 - 1950 - Town of Bethany
lowest growth rate 1940 - 1950 Town of Ansonia which had a negative

growth rate which means Ansonia lost population during this period.

5. No, the town with the highest growth rate during 1960 1970 was the Town
of Madison.

24
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Representative Example of a Population Age Pyramid.

700%:

all ages of total
population

14%: 70

_60 years or o der

15-59 years of age

0-74 years of age

45.

Ii UNITED STATES
1070

Seuree 084
elenteee 01 the CArteeee

FEMALE

ION4cAticroin

B. Three types of Popu a -iOn Age Structures.

6420246& 6420246

growing

C. Ho to Calculat

Youth dependency ra

ged dependency ra

Trigi total depe dency

stable

I I8 6 4 2024 6

declining

Deoendency Ratios of a Ponulation.

number of people 15-59 years.

eonie6O vrs. and over
number at people 15-59 years
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ucture di s

me. r951514

It 166 lo 176 10 914
411 227 184
341 167 174
376 203 113

177
193
231

203 201
387 210 122

383 198 165
411 214 197
411 198 213

72 211 211
163 185
201 184
165 159

391 200 19)

172
190
146
126
170

7 114

379 292
4013 213
436 203

331 179
361 171
301 135
257 126
292 In

13 347 6 213
I 915 1 011 963
2 018 1 032 986
1 932 946 986
1 634 531 $23
1 647
1 510

1

1 1711

1 413
1 393
1 182

737 912
737 751

644
574

936 416
706 26.0
425 748
493 213
794 125

7?

6 965 3 340
2 510 1 117
1 301 .928

79.7 26.5

511
370
613
747
141
608

500
449
380 ;
215 ;
169
101 !

3 4781
ddi

1 373
31.2

10 911 1 312
191 $9

239 143
204 97
714 114
353 115
266 136 1

249 160
133

253 176
134
141

141
121
107
104

191 101

103
31

143 66
IPA
119 4,1

6 401 3 0431 3 AO

561

11

127
131;
1151

121
119
113
110
90

1 103 361 34
1 371 691 63

1 203 470
501 405
586 265
437 372 465

730 363
680 347
675 342
605 295
588 291
430 198

390 147
272 153
799 121
199 87
105 35
71 20

4 161 2 157
1 117 499

992 410
27.7 168

357
341
333
310
297
737

72
16
119
117

0
51

2 572
18

bution fo selected Connecticut t

I

Intillifileill1116
, / tA _ MIDDLETOWN

14 2945 4 616 7 494 36 e74
239 11$ Ill 602
219 109 110 604
205 114 94 589
241 128 113 590
233 109 144 655
263 123 13$ 629

111 7
308
254
304
260
364
336

111 649
794
320ni
3ID
294
300

276 137 139 458 324 134
292 136 156 604 269 315
263 130 133 634 341 313
299 132 166 661 333 338
307 145 162 461 347 314

307 131 136 677
286 134 137 633
333 113 137 317
301 163 138 634
284 138 146 -r. 426

332
315
270
320
290

301
314
336

278 116 162 , 564 284 260
290 141 179 545 263 267
205 103 902 716 440 776
161 I) 88 765 417 288
148 71 77 316 I171 NS
916 4 205 4 711 23 425 II 232 12 /73

1 190 374 602 3 043 1 544 1 499
1 392 460 232 3 215 1 61$ 1 400
1 336 791 745 3 207 1 59.7 1 610
1 218 391 621 3 218 1 739 1 462

857 352 505 3 745 2 004 1 741
1 026 502 574 2 691 1 312 1 349

416 4)6 402
360 419 441

1 015 483 332
1 033 301 554

941 472 470
203 371 334

2 015 998 0 012
1 863 971 894
2 060 971 1 089
2 323 1 090 1 233
2 279 1 101 1 178
1 119$ 527 968

593 2/0 373 1 706 11 1 895
431 III 230 1 141 516 625
274 111 166 1 010 419 5/1
253 104 149 120 270 430
131 51 74 417 169 303
93 31 64 319 118 203

4 9E0
$37

I 158
29.9

77

885
160
85,2
9,41
910

944
922
395
460

781
760
779
68)
636

606
537
450
517
251

22 052

4 431
4 453
3 510
2 196
4 854
4 004

2 661
2 031
1 971
1 735
1 420
I 110

960
647
367
387
247
204

7 0
73 .6

2 444 2 516
63.3 892
421 703

29,7 30.1

i
20 425

475
435
444
441
456
496

14 911
414
450
416
415
445
424

483 449
502 455
484 438
440 455
420 440

382
387
361
358
346 308

3

372

305 30)
768 269
241 233
278 219
495 265

11 502 la IN
1 291
7 412
1 909
1 466
3 191
1 786

1 433
1 063

974
832
733
546

437
704
233
143
55
74

2 140
7 271
1 502
1 310
1 in
1 718

1 223
986
9/1

374
217
147
130

1 532 7 191
I 664 468

226 i 201

234 74 7

11 207 5 595 5 607
A 392 t 942 2 448
3 662 300 2 154

2$.8 77,2 30.i

MONTVILLE

336
363

2 04
186
190

333 159
337 167
389 207
403 211

396
427
391
421
411

371
339
366

T6191 163.62'

IA ISA
299
286
379
360
49
422

4,84
697
504
337
2.12

309
466
454
429
405

373
321
;92

134
103
110

703
j 319
2 444

41?
391

/ 037
.603
563

1 476
184 ,

829
336

7153

3411

2114

217
132
91

y 785

30'
065

270

934
140
132
163
106
193
265

216
249
273
293
291

271
239
241
206
214

203
176
103
44
45

4 747

914
1 296
1 275

757
243
421

661
763
237
612
445
241

213
141
100
92
SI
31

3 978
337
416

26.0

S-YMOUR

7.0141

STORRS

359
1 223
1 169

672
351
614

747
100

123
81
59

3 781
772
649

27.4

282 1.41 141
251 131 120
217 122 93
142 76 11
158 61 VI

8 673 4 230 4 395
1 758 914 634
2 033 1 056 9y2
1 $00 364 916
1 203 673 590
I 112 I la 447
1 442 721 LSI
I 130 569 56i
1 014 503 309

981 330 461
030 411 399
656 331 SIS
119 234 343

333 168 170
232 115 117
223 91 137
149 59 90
94 38 36
53 25 28

6 51$ 5 579 3 13,3
936 411 513
7$1 376 175

24 I 130 46

12 776It+
701
737
140
263

5$3
$6
94

130
112

254 125
2.67
230
216
269
763

1X1
129
133
132
116

291 147
154
149
137
133

121
124

169 61
153 60
153 71)
iC8 3 262

I 111 344
1 20 641

760 213
075 549
g$8 383
960 473
702 317
602 31i

3;6
913 4,2

4,0
611

19. li
111
10)

138 63
I)

a AN 2 3511
i 277 549
1 611 472
21 6 26,3

271

276
280

413
100
107
117
110
133
179

113
101
123
132
137

144
123
124
139
137

177
113

63
18
93

A 045

367
305
6.51
37?
469
457

339
331
405
476
49%
298

227
167
174
130

73
SO

2 201
724
549

29,3

le 691 4. 356 1 135
76 35

41
71 3 37
66 3 30
s 25 26
32 30

22
31 32 19
44 33 111
43 23 20
32 22 20
53 75 21
42 18 24
$8 33
42 25
53 72
Is 19

71 23

SO
67

1 211
1999

042 1 1

4 371 2 100

319 14/7
247 13$
335 173

3 477 1 42$
4 4a5 2 312

$21 19$

266 159
169 40
199
178
170
136

113
86
41
20
IS
13

989
241
176

21.2

101
72

41
12
10

2
499
100
/5

21.1'

25
17
27
19
48

37
711

1 023
440

2 in

43
21
10
10
11

4943

141
101

21,0

TORRINGT

31 952 14 413
439 234 255
433 219 214
467 730 229
311 270 261

266 246
263 205

373 22/ 291
262 266

567 769 276
573 268 265
33$ 261 268
410 319 291
375 304 274
555 260 21S
038 296 310
604 303 301
594 317 247
50 306 261
463 232 233
416 19$ 211
363 151 212

10 871 9 204 /1 147
7 432 1 7n 1 2o3
2 754 1 369 1 399
2 886 1 465 1 4ig
7 646 1 34$ 1 293
2 026 916 / 110
1 938 991 947

I 433 727 756
1 566 767 leg
1 843 839 144
Z 176 1 049 '1 121
2 751 1 1343 207
2 143 1 021 1 1/3
1 136 605 931
1 299 563 730
1 034 128 470

641 365 412
544 193 359
334 175 209

9 837 4 957 4 asp
053 2 118 93%

4 0/2 1 677 2 373
34,4 32 2 36.4
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If! (mtli- tA,Lict i oF Aw.? Pyrolui,17

We may Lhe data hi vr2n in the t,11) r I Part; A (uid,0
±

( 1 ;; 'hr.! 7rThr), if)r- !t'r) on.
Then, hOnrj the numhers MI nut tho hori/ontAl

f the hen.,

bar on t1 njihL ft T1 continuo nut I hdr,-, tw J ,qn go-wry, have !wen
drmin (I -

AGES

75+

70-74

65-69

60-64

55-59

50-54

45-49

4()-11/1

35-39

30-34

25-29

20-24

15-11

10-14

Sal
11.1110

1110

111010011

10110101

poimpumpit

LJT

fli\LES

GROIM

1512 3919 39 ) 1511 0 1511 3919
IIIDDLETOM

tho (.16 ta nrson ted i n rart fi ni s tho a!lc! oyri d for the.

tuln of i ddl eto!qu Conn,::c ti cut

90 tho ttvo tvns have s ipl 1 ar aqo troctilms or do you soo j di

enco oVi dont hotwn thrm?
Aro yoo al.)10 to ralc ! onv nrodi ctions rNIArdi nn thr future noeul a Lion Lronds

of thr!5e tolms?

2 /
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The dk button of a
relative to on" anothor

Gum WTI (7 13

( tirtr qvt-, of houlation Hi-Arlhut

n rofors In how Ilvtdual'i of th, pnpuhitfon are

.

A nomilation.-, di-Arlhor' i in a liven area nenerally. but nor. alubly r(21-1 itrii,i,;11i1)0:10,..1

at arol. Tho ( oruio hot'..tern oowilation den%ftv aod nonula
b- L, ro f of; tO f ilo flfrhr.r Of ' .' . ror fri I t ot Of Al

0,!Irft ! A 1 W l'flt, I rj f.,0 o; 1 raivr,blaK. iho 01-(teroft it oi tiw oomolation
Or,fivii h(10 irti Ii -!i(liq 11( toto the unit itt and area.
L (;oneral h'. epoulation: rlav ,,Iiihit one of throe hroad tynel ot- di

,;-:undinci Lu -7-,u',Jui lia0 iii Jo: .di;6 6,i 0 i.:q.. LIHI
wric corr ondind to urt an.
lho distrital vonulation reflects (1) past and prrsent r uterp of transno
cultural el,nters and (1) governing centers.

. Helow Is a man indicating the onoulation distrinution in a portion of the state of C
On the Marl, Odch dot renresents ',0 peoplp
6. Study the man, then answer the questions at the ho

ft

-Ihution: random In

iaqe.

1. That basic natterns of distribution are evident rela ive to the natural
fea,ures of tho area?

2. Are you able to discern rural, suburban and urban patterns of distribution?
3. trhro do you find to greatest concentration of people? The least concentra ion

f people?
4. Do you See a relationship between distribution patterns and major potential and

actual transnortation routes?
5. Do you see a possible distribution nattern between where people are located and

where there are potential recreational areas?

2 8
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Illmt 'Led Cu nrer ts of Population Density

1 OrNSIIY OF CoNNLCrICOf IDWNS

VU1tIur, peOlitti Aff!

V/60 1910

422

140

LIN TO-

CANTON

.,!14
112/

59

500
1679

181

6.-r)

2101
11!)

279

1 .71.3

24.4
30.0

24.4
EAST GRANI1Y Pi 202 11.4
EAST HARTF000 16,0 ;7416 1181 18.1
FAST WIN0500 100 2112 124 21.2
ENFIELD 455 925 1403 12.9

AM0EN tlYa 1240 1509 32.1
AOISON 1:2 i'71 36 .ri

okirmt,
lupLuiwar

1074
140

2204
..:&U

1

115

23.

1139 1765 2200 22
NAUGATUCK 14139 1141 :4i 14.
EA HAVEN 7309 4758 7404 18.4

LrmliTH 305 40S 464 22.
_Knui li .34 24.
ALIsum 51 54 31.6

H 31 35 4j 59.

7 %.11'01 401 400 5 12.
TC1IIIjTfl1 116 In4 806 1.4.

14 22 30
3H NTV4 :17

1. Find the noPulation don ity of
Bristol the above table. Now,

for every 50 people, place an X in
the box marked Bristol below.
2. Find the population density of
East Windsor from the table. Again,
for every 50 people place an X in the
box marked [Ti)st Windsor below.

3. Find th,1 population density for the town of Roxbu y in the table and place an X

for every 50 peonle in the box marked Roxbury below. After you have finished this

exercise, turn 5ack to the unit.

U. S. Population Density
by State, 1970
Sae

325 94104

3.00 870.76

561.63

431.06

8
29150 g

147!94

VISTOL. EAST WINDSOR

29

ROXBURY
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Acpects of a Population's Carrying Capacity

LIFE ENVIRONMEN

CONSWIPTION
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1.11'191119
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Nohro%ki

014

1100 1'oln0

!Aeon

010 Wand

Hameohlr(:

monwa

wth Nkcm

)rth 06.0to

1101a4Ort

Wado

Venlm/

Wyomin0

Ale,14,3

STATE POPULATION
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I
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I

:4:1'4,4=a4==444=441412t4
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IL,
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11,1 '11 -,444=12211110==0 'A..'

II ,!: oitataINSMW0101
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MOW 1
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5 gni I

IMMO 1.0
21;7 Be 0,11

1,11 7,7

0All44 0,7

2

0.7

-7, ?iris 0,6
rl 5

71,4o 0,5

14;1 NO 1

33.41
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GUIPL ET I! 16

'Penresentatives and direct taxes shall be a000rtioned

among the several States which may be included within this

Union according to their Nsoective numbers
. . The actual

enumeration shall be made within three years after the

first meetino of the Conoress of the United Statzi, and

itithin every subsequent term of ten years in such manner as

they shall by law direct,

Sex Ratio: 1900 to 1970

MAUS

ep

HO me m n

RMW,

--Article 1, Section 2

Constitution of the United States

11

Clf411S 9f f1t1111U:11(14, e PeNtlihcil &

Malt! Status by Sec 1970

MALL

11 1LMA11,

1404n ANI1011i

SINGLE

11111111"2111f

MEMO old DIORCE0

32
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This is your Official Census Form

NOT
MARK
THIS
COL.
UMH

WHAT 13 ThE NAME CP EACH euRsom
who was living here on Wednesday. April 1, 1970 or
who was staying or visiting here and had no other home?

Prier
tf4r1f1
in this
order

Last name

First name

Ilead of the honseiold
Wife of head
Unmarried children, oldelt first
Married childen aad their families
Other relatives of the head
PermIt nof /Ailed !Orbs bead

. -HOW-1S -EACH PERSON RELATED TO THE

HEAD or ,THIS HOUSEHOLD?

Fill one circle.

If "Other relaiive of head," alio give rxatt relalionihip, for exam ple,

motber.Th-law, brother, Mere, grandson, etc.

if "Other net relaied to bead," also give exact reiaiionahip, for example,

partner, maid, etc.

Middle initijl

O Head of household
O Wife of Mead
o Son or daughter of head
0 Othitr relative

of head-Print exact !

relationship -rp-

Last name

First name

Last name,

First name

ast name

First name

Iddle initial

iddle initial

iddle initial

to
o Head of household
O Wife of head
O Son or daughter of head
O Other relative r-

of head-Print exact !

relation:hi

, boarder, lodger
;ornate

C) Other not related to hea Friss
relari

G Roomer, boarder, lodger
O Patient or inmate
o Other not related to head-Print exArt

= relationship

O Head of household
Wife of head

C. Son or daughter of head
O Other relative

of head- Prinz exact
relationship

o Roomer, boarder, I e

O Patient or Inmate
2. Other not related to head-Pa

O Head of househe,d
Wife of head

O Son or daughter of head
0 Other relative

of head- Pfirtl exact
relationship

Last name

Firs n me

LaSt nar-ne

First nam

Middle initi

Last name

First name

Last nam

iddle ifliti

-

=
Middle initiSl

Head of household
ife of head

Son or daughter of head
Other relative

of head-Prirt exaa
relarionthip

Roomer, boarder, lodger
Patient or inmate

r: Other not related to head-Print exact
relationship

orner, boarder, lodger
G Patient or inmate
C Other not related tb head-Print Ix

felliin ip

O Head of household 0 Roomer, boarder, lodger
O Wife uf head C Patient or inmate
O Son or daughter of ftad 0 Other not related to head-Print exact

Other relative relationship

of head-Print exact ;

relationship

Head of household
C Wife of head
O Son or daughter of head
O Other relative

f head-Pr/ft:raw
_ relationship -4-

D Roomer, boarder, lodger
C Patient or inmate
:1") Other not related to head-Print

relat

C Head of household
O Wife of head
O Son or daughter of head

Other relative
of head-Print exact !

relationship
_First name Middle initial

9. Oyes/ arid an C Yes No
8 lines Are there
anY other persons Do not list the others;
In this household? call to get tho inlomet

3 Roomer, boarder, lodger
3 Patient or inmate

Other not related to head-Print exaet
relationship

0. Did you leave anyone out of Question 1 bcauaa
you were not sure if he should be listed--for
example, a new baby still in the hospital, or
a lodger who also has another_horne?

'D Yes
'41
On heF.k pege. give nerne(s)

on left out.
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3. SEX

Pill one
clear

_ -
4, COLOR OH RACE

I 11
Pill one circle,

II "Indian (America " ells Air e tribe,

II "Othee," !gip gni( race.

DATE OF BIRTH 8. WHAT IS

ntCH_ 1
PERSONS

MARITAL

STATUS?

Fill OW

-
Now married

. Wiklowed

Divorced
Separated
Never

married

Momn and
year el birth
arid age last

birthday

Print

Month =

Year _ .. , ..

A

_ ---
Month

of
birth

nu one

de

Jan,-Mar.

Apr.-June

July.Sept.

Dec.

7 Year of birt:t

Fill l ione circe ;

for fine
three nemberi na

1'6. --" 192 5

193- 1

188. 194. 2 7

195. 3

96-

,-.. 191, ' . 197-
,

Male

Fix- iale

i-iawaiian

C, Chines Korean
] Negro 7.) Klima Other- Prie

or Olack ra
r

) indian (Amer.) ;
ma Print tribe.40-

Male

Female

I

a White U Japanese Hawaiian

, '7Thinese icureali
Negro (7-' Filipino Other- Pri

or Black

Indian (Amer.) ,
Print tribe -tta. I

Month

Year , =

e

:_-; Jan.-Mar.

7 Apr.-June

_ July.Sept.

C Oct.-Dec

--- - -
186.

,

. 192- 0 5

187. ' 131. 1 6

, 188. --,, 194. 7

, ,189 195.

190- 196- 4 9

191, . 197-

- I
Nw o married

7 Widowed
', Divorced
= Separated

Never
married

Male

Female
-

White Japanese Hawaiian

Chineae Korean
Negro 7 Filipino Othei- Fri

or Black i- rat-

Indian (Amer
Print tribe .....

Month _ .s. _

Y ar . _.

Age _

--7 Jan.-Mar. 7 186. ;

= 187. ! '= 193-
.-JApr une- .

'194. , 2 7

July-Sept : 189- 195. , 3 8

O -Dec.
190. 196- .

ct.
T 191- 197.

Now mar
' Widowed

-, Divorced

Separated
Never

married

Male

Female

,Thite 0 Japanese Hawaiian

-- Chinesa. Korean
- Negro Filipino Other- Fran

or Black
r

7 Indian (Amer.
Print tribe 4.--

onth _-

Year

-Mar.
, 186- 192- 5

," 187. : 19' . . 1 5

Apr.-June 188. . 194, 7 2 7

'7; 195, '7- 3 = 8
July.Se pt 196- 4

=: Oct.-Dec, 2 191 -. 197- ;

Now married

-.. Widowed
-: Divorced

.""; Separated
-7.. Never

married

Male

Fernale

-. White '.-. Japanese , Hawaiian

7. Chinese Korean
-. Negro

,7:- Filipino Other- Print
or Black rate

7: Indian (Amer. /
Print tribe -a-

_ __ _

Month _

A

Jan.-Mar, _ 7 192. Q '

187, 1,a-3. -. I = 6
. Apr -June ...

188- :: 194- .. 2 - 7

1. July.Sept = 189- .. 195- 7-, 3 , 8

190- '-_, 196- Cr- 4 9
Oct.-Dec.

191- .; 197-

7" Now married
: Widowed
77 Divorced
'7; Separated

Never
married

Male

Female
,7::

7: White (:) Japanese Hawaiian

Chinese Korean
Negro C 1-ilipino Other- Print

or Black - - --- "c-e
Indian (Amer.) :

Print tribe .4.,..
=

°nth _ _ = __ ..._

Year .

11
-M

192- -=-7, 0 ; - 5
7, Jan. ar.

187- . 193- 7 1 : -7. 6

7 Apr.-June 2 : 188, '7 194. 2 -- 7

July-Set
7. 189- , 7. 195, " 7._ 8

p
= 190- , 7 196- 4 , ,- 9

Oct..Dee, .. 191- , 197-

7.7J Now married

7: Widowed
:" Divorced
2 Separated
7 Never

married

Male

Female
0

Wnite 77 Japanese Hawaiian

C Chinese Koreae
Negro 0 Filipino 2 Other- Prin

or Black
e

'. Indian (Anier. r
pm Prini tribe A.-
an - -

Month __ __ _

Year_ -

A

Jan.-Mar. 1136- 192-

, : 1137- '7 193. 1 6

mpr"u" 2 188- -.7' 194- 2 -a 7

7 July-Sept, C 159- 1 195- 0 3 : 0 8
'7: 190. 196- 7 4 1 7 9

t- -Dec,Oc
.:: 191- _.: 197- :a

married
7' Widowed

.:7: Diverced
",-) Separated

C Never
married

Male
._.-

Female

White C Japanese 77 Hawaiian

Chinese Korean
- Negro

._" Filipino Other- Prin
or Black

, - race

a Indian (Amer.) ,
Print tribe -1....

onth

, 186- 2 192, 7 0 7 5
. Jan. ar.-M

. 187, 7 193, 1 :,.. 6

:. Apr.,June 7, 194. 2 7 7

Jul
189- "" 195- 8

y-Sept __
7 190, - -a 196, ','". 4 ; 9

- Oct.-Dec_ 191- 197- I
i

-: Now married
77 Wickraed

7: Divorced

. Separated
7 Never

married

11. Did you list anyone in Question 1 - yes No
who is away from home now- -e,
for example, on a vacation or on hack page, give narre(s)

is

12. Did anyone stay here Yes No
on Tuesday. March 31, -a.,

who is not already On back page, give nome of each visitor for
whom there is no one at his home address

in a hospital? and reason person away. listed?' to report him fo a census taker.

2
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A ;um many living quarters, occupied arid vacant, are
at this address?

, One

2 apartments or li ntig quarters
3 apartments or living quarters
4 apartments or living quarters
5 apartments or living quarters
6 apartments or living quarters
7 apartments rr living quarters

apartments or living quarters
9 apartments or living quarters
10 or more pal trnents or living quart'?
This is a mobile hroile or trailer

Ani tet f their questions for your living quarters

Hi. Is there a telephone on which people in your ledinf1
quarters can be calico?

Yes What is
No the number? _

hone nurnh,-r

12. Do you enter your living quarters

Directly from the out -ide or through
a common Or hall?

Through someone else's living quarters?

13. Do you have cornpkte kitchen facilities?
Complete kirchen f.icilmer are , mk u oh piped
"(art...a range or rook flout. and re ftgeratur,

Yes, for this household only
Yes, but also used by another househoid
No .iomplete kitchen facilities for this househo'd

14, How many rooms do you have in your living quarters?
Do (To hathrownr, poreher. haleoniet.
halli, or

1 room

2 rooms
3 rooms
4 rooms
5 rooms

6 rooms
7 rooms
8 rooms
9 rooms or more

5. Is there hot and cold piptli water in this building?

_ Yes, hot and cold piped water in this building
No. only cold piped water in this building
No piped water in this building

S. Do you have a flush toilet?

Yes, for this household only
Yes, but also used hy another household
No flush toilet

'. Do you have a batfttub or shower?

Yes, for this household only
Yes, but also used by another household
No bathtub or shower

Is there a basement in this building?

Yes -

No, built on a con rete slab
No, built in another way (include mobil

and trailers)
homes

ed )

(19. Are your living quarters

Owned oi being leiught iry ynii Ur "by st T11(10110 eiSn'
in Ms household? Do n_ef ia 1,rde rooperativer and
condominiumt herr.

A cooperative or condominium which is owned or being
bought by you or by someone ,.,`f! IP this household ?

fiented for cash rent?
Occupied without payment of ca,;h ri.ra?

1410a. Is this building a one-family house?

Yes, a one: family house
No, a building for 2 or more families

or a nlobile hoine or trailer

b. If "1"..1"---- Is this house on a place of M acres or mo
or is any part of this property used as a commercizi
establishment or medical office?

Yes, 10 acres or more
Yes, commercial establishment or medical off ice
No, none of the above

11 you live in a one-family houie which

you own or are bum
What is the value of this property; that is. how much
do you think this property (house and lot) would sell for
if it were for sale?

Less than 55,000
$5,000 to $7,499
57,500 to $9,999

; $10,000 to 512.499
$12,500 to $14,999
S15,000 to $17,499
$17,500 to $19,999

$20,000 to 524.999
$25,000 to 514.999

C. $35,000 to $49.999
3 550,000 or more

tio
If 11 Amu er rho quersron if you pay ren

a. If rent st paid by thr month--

What is the monthly rent ?

Write aeroiarml

and

Fill one circle

11 this house
a place

of 10 acres or
more, or if
any part 0
this prope ty
is weal as a
commercial
establishment
or medical
office, do
not answer
this quertion.

if arum

FOR CENSUS
ENUMERATOR'S USE

ONLY
art, 9lock a5. Serial

number number

0 0 0
_C 1 0 0 0 I

2 Ci C Q 2 0 0 0 2
3 0 3 3 0 0 (3 3
4 r r 4 r) 4

5 1_, 5 ) 5
(,) C) 6

7 c 0 7 9 0 7
:0 0 8

9 Ci Q 0 9 0 0 0 9

Type of unit or qua

Occupied

0 First form
O Continuation

Vacant

C Regular
O Usual residence

elsewhere

Car9L_.!

O First form
Continuation

For a vacant urn
D, 4,11210 118,and

Ma to 1112

C. Vacancy status
ar round

for rent
O Far sale only
O Rented or sold, not

occupied

O Held for occasional use
O Other vacant

$ 00 Nearest dollar)

O Less than $30
,17., $30 to $39

3 $40 to $49
$50 to $59r-.

$60 to $69
$70 to $79
$80 to $89
$90 to $99

5100 to $119
$120 to $149
$150 to $199

-L $200 to $249
$250 to $299

ci $303 or more

b. lf rent ii not paid by rhe montb
What is the rent, and what period of time does it cover?

O Seasonal
- Migratory

CI. Months vacant

O Less than 1 month
O 1 up to 2 months
o 2 up to 6 months
O 6 up to 12 months

1 year up to 2 years
C- 2 years or more

.00 per- -
Nearest dollar cc



GUIDE SHEET # 18 - PART I

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
SOUP/EASTERN CONNECT/CUT REOON

65 a OvER

RETIRro

45 TO 64
(mATURE WORKERS)

25 TO 44
(PRIKE WORKERS )

15 TO 24
(STUDENT- YOUNG WORKERS)

0 TO 14

( CHILDREN )

- SEX DISTRIBUTION

MALES FEMALES
t__ ___,_,_ ,-----,---F-----,

A

I '.`==i .-
N

-
1-----A---i-

Ag

Fg ,

A

A,

33 30 22 ZO i3 10

1960 POPULATION

SQUACS :1970 CENSUS 13T COUNT summury TARE, BuREAu QF THE CENSUS
1360 C_ -F MOUDIF AND pApULATION, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

3 0 3 70

ANDS or PE:Rs N.5

IS 23

960-1970 POPULATION CHANGE

A%GE GROUPS
AS PERCENT OP TOTAL POPULATION

RETIRED
over I

MATURE WORK ER S
43 To 64 I

PRIME WORKERS
25 1(1 44

STLJOENTWUNG WORKERS
13 TO 24 1

CHILDREN
( 0 To 14)

1960
POPULATION
179,060_

1970
POPULATION
220,096

94% II

1,96% IM 31

A,

-.

t
P2 '

6

_--- _

Ill _614 5%

30.2% :

:

4

SOURCE :1970 cENSLIS 1ST COLINT sum)FART TApE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS.
1960 emus or Homes AND POPuLATION, BUREAU OF T E CENSUS .

7

130%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Southeastern Connecticut Regional Planning Agency - Source of Diagram 36
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GUIDE SHEET 19 - PART ITT

FAMILY ORGANIZATION
SOUTHEASTERN CONNECTICUT REGIONI970

TOTAL 64,388 FAMILIES

HUSBAND- WE
70%

FEMALE-HEADED
10%

FEMALE
PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL
12%
MALE
PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL
6% --
OTHER MALE-HEADED 2%

TOTAL 33,205 URBAN FAMI IES

HUSBAND-WIFE
65%

FEMALE-HEADED
12%

FEMALE
PRIMARY
14%

MALE
PRIMARY
7%
OTHER MALE-HEADED

TOTAL 31,183
SUBURBAN AND RURAL FAMILIES

HUSBAND- IFE
-17 %

FEMALE-HEADED
7%
FEMALE
PRIMARY IN
9%
MALE
PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL

OTHER MALE-HEADED 2%

TOTAL I 850 BLACK FAMILIES

HUSBAND-WIFE
58%

FE ALE-HEADED
%

FEMALE
PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL
90/0

MALE
PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL

OTHER MALE-HEADED

TOTAL 1,612 BLACK URBAN FAMILIES

HUSBAND-W1FE
56%

FEMALE-HEADED
23%

FEMALE
PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL
90/0

MALE
PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL
9%
OTHER MALE-HEADED 3%

TOTAL 238 BLACK
SUBURBAN AND 'RURAL FAMILIES

HUSBAN IFE
77%

FEMALE-HEADED
10%
FEMALE
PRIMARY
50/0

MALE
PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL. 5%
OTHER MALE-HEADED 3%

SOURCE: /sr CouNr
Source of diagram:

ARY TAPE , 1970 CENSUS OF PON/ A rION A ND mous/

Southeastern Connecticut Regional Planning Agency

39



GUIDE SHEET # 18 - PART IV

POVERIY STATUS
SOUTHEASTERN CONNECTICUT REGION 1970

RELATIONSHIP OF
ALL POVERTY PERSONS

20,448 POVERTY PERSONS

FAMILY
77%

UNRELATED
INDIVIDUALS
2 3 %

RELATIONSHIP OF
ELDERLY POVERTY PERSONS

3 POVERTY PERSONS 65 OR OLDER

FAMILY
3 6 %

UNRELATED
1 NDI VI DUALS
04 %

LOCATION OFALL
POVERTY UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS

4,601 UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS

URBAN TOWNS
62%

RURAL TOWNS
41

SUBURBAN TOWNS
34%

LOCATION OF ALL
POVERTY FAMILIES

4,317 FAMILIES

URBAN TOWNS
69%

RURAL TOWNS
3%

SUBURBAN TOWNS
2 13 %

HEAD OF POVERTY FAMILY

4,317 FAMILIES

FEMALE HEAD
WITH CHILDERN
UNDER 6 YEARS OLD
36%

FEMALE HLAD
WITH CHILDREN
OVER 6 /EARS OLD
OR NO CHILDREN
19%

LOCATION OF
FEMALE HEADED FAMILIES

WITH CHILDREN.,'UNDER 6 YEARS OLD
1,565 FAMILIES

URBAN TOWNS
83%

RURAL TOWNS
I%

SUBURBAN TOWNS16%

MALE HEAD
45%

111111111111111111111111

SOURCE: PlIC I NEW LONOON-GROTON-NORWIC SA; 12C(N-CB GENERAL SOCIAL
AND _ECONOMIC CHARACTER/sr/Cs

Sour of dlagram: Southeastern Connecticut Regional Planning Agency

4 0



ITEM

1) Population
a) Data irc-r7 current

census
1970

1960
1950

b) Natural,Ircroase
1960-19/0 (rr-
centaqe of pop.
increll:ie qua to
surolo of births
over deats)

Are Struett.

Median

3EF:r 7

CLUS

CONNECICUT

,032,217
2,535,234
2,097,280

UPLO

4

r,

LT,

) .RT V

CITY

YOUR MA
HT4 02 VMLRE TO

1;:ORMATION

lo-.4n and Cowtry Fact
rook Or

CcAisus of U.S. Population

220,962 968 Town and Country Fact
Book

b) Pence9 ta9 und
18 yrs,

c) Perce9ta9
over

) Detailed '490
breakdOwn

Per colt
Under 5
5-9 Yrr,'
10-14
15-19 jq

20-24
25-29
39-34

35-39 y
40-44
45-49 yr
50-54 yrs,
55-59 yrs.
60-64 y7.
Over 66

TOTAL,

65 ind

Race
Percenta9
non-white

b Percentr19

Ncgro
c) rercent ii9C foraign

stock: (tlio sTa of:

percent190 foroign
born ood_Oercentage
nativu Pr fOreign
or mixecl raNnte:ge)

d) Sex ratio (nulrber

of male* rer hun-
dred fe,!ales

4) i:ducation
(people 25 YP5. and
over)
) Median !;cho(jl yrs .

complotyd
b) perceht3e0 that

comp1W:d hiqh
school or wore

c) 3 yra, ur high
school or less

d) Porcon09r that
cumplur'! 4 Yrs.
or rwe Of collee

Town and Country Fact

29 5 77.9 Book or_
Census of U.S. Population
Total under 18 yrs,

X 100
45.2 67.4 16r pop.

15.3

8.34

9.76
10.00

8.70
7.58
6.80

5.58
5.50
6.24

6.47
6.10

5.18
4.16

9.53
100%

15.8
TQII.JTLTIJK X-KLL 100
Iota pop,

0. 5 Town ana Country Fact

10.10 Book or
10.11 Census of U.S. Population,
9.13 Vol. 1, Connecticut Sum-
0.35 mary.
6.93
6.15
6.45
6.15 Nu. in anc _qr2trg
6.55 lotal pop.
5.85
5.00
5.00

5-30

6.50

6.00

0.50

94.2

n.us o Population

Census of U.S. Population
or Town and

Country Fact Book

41.4

36.3

40.7

12.1

41

Census of U.S. Population
or Town and

Country Fact. rook



TEM

Income
a) Median foly

income
b) Percentage of fami-

lies with incomes
less than $5,000

c) Percentage of fami-
lies with income
more thar010,000,31.,..,

6) Emoloyvent Zi Occupa-
tion of Labor Force
16 yrs. and older
a) Percentage unem-

ployed as of cen-
sus date

b) Percentage female
pop. 16 yrs. or
over in labor foce

c) Percentage married
persons employed
in labor force

7 Housing_

Total
a) Year Structu e

Built (in
1969-1970
1965-1958
1960-1964
1950-1959
1940-1949
1949 or earliei

b) Value
Median value of
owner-occuoied units
Rents: ?,edian gross

monthly rent
c) Percent vacant and

available
Homeowner vacancy
(for sale only)
Rental vacancy

d) Percentage with all
plumbing facilities
Percentage lacking
one or more plumb-
ing facilities

W ;J HFEt r - PART V con!-..)

070 CENSUS DATA FOR TOWN OR CITY (cont.)

CONNECTICUT UPLAND, CT, YOUR TON

11,811 12,317

HOW 0 WNERE TO
0BTAI IOHATI0

Town and Country Fact
Book

11.0% 1 6.87; Town and Country Fact
Book

63.2%

3.5%

45.5%

22.0%

968,815 3,389

2.85% 10.12%
9.61% 10.24%
10.62% 25.14%
21.36% 8.03%
11.57% 38.60%
43.98%

$25 500 $34,400

$127 $141

0.8% 0,95%
4.4% 6.4%

97.54% 97 61%

2= 6% 2.39%

6 Town and Country Fact
Book

Housing
a) Median number of

rooms per unit
Owner occupied
Units
Rental units

h) Crowding - Popula-
tion per occupied
unit
Percentage of all
housing units with
more than 1 person
per room

c) Percentage owner-
occupied

d) Mobility:
Year moved into
unit (in %)

Total
1969-1970
1968

4.84%

62.50%

583,410
7.80%
6.90%

8
5

.60%

75.20%

2,491
12.89%
8.63%

4 2

Town and Coun ry Fact
Book

Town and Coun ry Fact
Book

Town and Country Faet
Book

Census of Housing

No. of houses in each
catooPr
All housing units

X 100 = % of houses in
each category

Census of Housing

Census of Housing

For sale only
Ali housing units
X 100 % for sale only

For reot
ATT-Fausing units
X 100 = % for rent only

Censt's of Housing

Census of Housing

Census of Housing

Census of Housing

Census of Housing

Census of Housing



ITEM

1967

1965-1966
1960-1964
1950-1959
1949 Or earlier

Renter-occupied (Total

1969.1970

1968
1967

1965-1966
1960-1964
1950-1959
1949 or earlier

9 ) Sewage disposal (in%
Public sewer
Septic Tank
Other

Source of water
Public water
Individual well
Other

1970 CENSUS DATA FOR A TOWN OR CITY (cont.)

CONNECTICUT UPLAND, CT. YOUR TOWN

5.80%
11.04%
19.35%
28.05%
21.06%

7.43%
11.16%
17.05%
24.73%
20.05%

349,640
32.53%
14.50%

9.53%
12.71%
13.59%
9.11%
7.94%

754
42.84%
17.24%
3.58%

12.73%
14.06%
5.04%
4.51%

NOW OR WHERE TO
OBTAIN INFORMATION

Census of Housing

Census of Housin

62.82%
36.60%

58.34%
41.46%

.21%

79.45% 65.50%
20.04% 33.08%

.51% 1.42%

SOURCES OF CENSUS DATA

Office Of State Planning
Department of Finance and Control
340 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, Conn. 06115

Census of Housing
Census of Housing
Census of Housing

Census of Housing
Census of Housing
Census of Housing

Publication Distribution Section
Bureau of the Census
Washington, D.C. 20233

Publications: Characteristics of the Population
Number of Inhabitants
General Social,and Economic Characteristics
Census of Housing

A volume, of Jiis series is published for each state and a volume for the
nation. The state volumes contain data for each town, city and county.

Storrs Agricultural Experiement Station
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Conn.

Publication: Town and County Fact Book

Your Town Library

Your Town Develc ment Commission

4 3



GUIDE SHEET 19

CUANUNITY SURVEY

Date
Nome mf ,ammunity

iiow would you rank the following planning and development a't vitics in your-

community?
Don't

ENcellent Good Fair Poor Know

loJ2L1 eoverhmL7.11r=a1

cor-Lo fn meeti-u, community's.

problems ) ( )

,

( )

3.

:;e1.1 qualified L;,.acers who are

willing and able to accept a leader-
in communit improvement

Tao apearance of tho city as plannad

saparato resic,:ential, business,
L.,dustriai, and recreational areas

( ) (

(

)

) (

)

)

( )

)

4. Zoning rQ:,-.;ulations and enforcement ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Cooperation organizations ) ( ) ( ) )

G. Coordi,iatic,n of ,-:rganizations and

lctivities ( ) ( ( )

woul.i Yon Collowia4:

Ln ,:olTaunity or LreaY

Library sorvic at.1

0.D3..7,rtnitial-, in ,,:u1LW:e,1 activiti,s-ts

in 7A.sie, drama, art, etc.

1-1a,aons aad

E-,.:coIlat

( )

( )

culL:ocal

Good Fair

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

t.irican.::!na

l'or.)

I

)

( ) )

3, C.o..)11 L-entionai progr
:or youth ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

4. 0?--,przunit:ie cucdoor .=-)oL-cs ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )

5. local dad region..1 parks - ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( )

6. (program9, .ar13(72, choice, and

rcoption ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )

(progr !.ange, choice, and
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

.
odo, -.:.1111. accLvites COI

;c0.1 pex01,. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

4 4



DE SHEET 19 (Continued)

lations cont.)

Opportunities to belong to friendly
groups of common age and interest

10. Opportunities to develop and pursue

hobbies and special interests

11. Schools: teachers, programs, faciliti

12. Cverall qua1iy
portunities

ci

13. Adult educational opportunities

14. Utilization of school facilities for
community programs, such as recreation,
:leatings & civic activities

15. _cational Educational opp unities

_elp for persons who need advice and

'dance in solv ng human relationship
-drohlems

1."FA,

rorams
LA, OLI

Don't

-ellent Good Fair Poor Know

( )

( )

)aper keeps citizens well

:nio:mad about community projects,
blems, etc. ( ( ) ( )

( )

( )

( )

uld you rank the following Economic Development activities in your
Don't

Excellent Good Fair Poor Knowcum_ -icy 01- -ea?

ocal businessman serve the needs

e cn unity residents

n have mainLairtud a favorablo

acticnde coward attracting new
' -iness and industry

roasing number of business
unities

:kelunte job opportunities for the

sdhool --duata

.4c4nce

oh rTportunities for
wish to work

government promotes mo-e
industrial development

2

4 5

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )



GUIDE SHEET ff 19 (Continued)

C. Econcmic Development

7. Our community has good reception and
is attractive to tourists

S. Our community advertises for summer
ac:tivities and available facilities
,.)r tourists

Opportunity for earning a liveable
inL!ome=

JN3111t

Excant Fflir Poor Know

( ) ) I. ) ( ) ( )

,')ule, you rank Cho following Physical F.nvironmfe_nrui c(:TIOAtions vc,ut

c,:,77.:u7,i,tv or ara?

Don't
r;oc'd Fair Poor !:.now

ouali!=y -and cuotrol ot air

( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(;(,,,):. of %facet-

( ) ( ) ( )

,)



GUIDE SHEET # 10 -inued)

E.- Community Services (cont.)
Excellent Good Fair Po'r Know'.

4. Public housing development ( )

5. Quality of hospital and med- cal
facilities (buildings, etc.)

Availability of physicians and
medical personnel (range of services

Availability of dental personnel

Public health services designated to
help people maintain good health
and stay well (Public nurses, etc.)

( )

9. Availability of good shopping facilitiO

in.

3.

sman Services
penters, Plumbers, Mechanics,

'-'ffectiveness of le.w enforce ent

-scrnnel_

ion

,a4,1

22 removnJ

far:t

convenienc(2

24. 1:(.tt1d rais

1:f2

availability end

(United Fund,

4

( )

( )

( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )



1.

2.

3.

4.

enforcement.

5. To improve medical services
6. To improve fire protection
7. To provide housing for the elderly
8. To help =finance low-income housing

9. To support better training for local
governmental officials

10. To develop an industrial site

11. To increase salaries of local public

servants
12. To improve sanitary systems
13. To iMprove water systems
14. To provide better transportation for

elderly people

GUIDE SHEET # 19 (Continued)

Belo- is a list of services that generally require taxes for maint

construction. Would you be willing to pay more taxes if you knew that

money would be spent in your community for that particular purpose?

Yes

To improve streets and roads ( )

To provide better education ( )

To
To

build parks
upgrade criminal justice and law

( )

Should greater cooperation between towns and counties in your area be

sought in:

a. Law enforcement
b. Street maintenance
c. Woter system maintenance
0. Sewer system.maintenance
e. Public schools
E. Public housing development
g. 7ire protection
h. Gaage collection & disposal
1. PPcrat-ionn2 facilities
11 inciustrial development

Airpo7: ilities
facilities

cnr2

d

housing, plumbing, electrical,
fire prevention)

p. Regional planning commission
q. Purchasing supplies

r. Zoning regulations and
orcement

_e and

Agree Disagree Don't

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Know

) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( C.

48
5



GUIDE SHEET # 19 (Continue )

H. In 1950 the year-round population of _was 29,715. Now the population

is about 49,357. Do you think the problems of are caused

mostly by (please check one):

Too many people

Too few people

Increasing number of summer residents

Tourists

Shoppers

Other

How much do you value the physical characte istics of the following areas

of town?

(1) State forest

(2) Town Green

(3) Little League field

(4) Public country club

(5) Steambelt

(6) Local lake or pond

(7) Game preserve

8) Nature center

(9) Town Park

10) Picnic Area

Value Highly Some Value No Value

aRaliera*s=

J. List three projects you think would be most beneficial to your community

in the next few years.

2.

3.

4 9

6



GUIDE SHEET # 19 (Continued)

K. In your ooinion, who are the four or five persons,in your area who are
most influential in deciding whether a Pronosed community or county project
gets the nod of approval or whether it gets rejected? (Write in the names
of these influential people

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

L. What organizations, businesses, or grouos are most influenti 1 in deciding
whether something should or should not happen in the communi v? '(List at
least three.)

2.

3.

1. About yourself

1. i\re you: Male ( ) Female ( )

2. a. What is your present age?

15 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

Reti cd: Yes No

c. r!umhPr of children

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 or over

Ages



GUIDE SHEET # 19 Continued)

How many years have you lived in this community?

years

all my life

4. Do you expect to be living in this community five years from now?

yes Don't know

no

Are you buying or renting your home?

no answer

buying or own

renting

What is the occupal-n of the principal wage earner of the family:

Farmer 13rofessional (Doctor, teacher,
lawyer

Businessman & Managerial
Retired

White collar (Store clerk,
secretarial, etc.) Student

Blue collar (Truck driver, Housewife

laborer, etc.)
Other (Specify)

7. City where employed?

51
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GUIDE SHEET # 20

A First Population Exercise

Here is your chance to see how all of the attributes
of populations so far discussed fit together. Let us

take an imaginary soaceshin which has landed on_!lars
with a grouri of twenty 20 year olds (10 couples) who
will colonize the Planet. The couples establish them
selves and begin to have children. We stipulate the
following assumptions:

(I) Each couole will have two children at the
age of 20 and two more at the age of 30.

(2) Their children will grow up, marry, and
have the same number of children at the
same time.

TOTAL
O. OF

PEOPLE

There will be an egual number of male and
female babies.

Everyone will die between the a
and 61.

FILL 11 THE CHART:

s of 50

NUM ER OF PEOPLE AT EACH AGE



(Continued)

1 0

Plot the growth of th

!low,

dia fla 411,

years

opulation on the granh above

cOnrTflete the age distribution chart for the

at eo year below;

3 0

1===3

lation

nurn'

54

numbers o
people



GUIDE SHEET # 21

A Contrasting Population Growth Exc.

Now that you have conputed the population growth
rate of the Mars Community with a four child per
family average, you can see how rapidly the pop-
ulation expanded. Next, lets alter the basic
assumptions and try again. The new assumptions
are:

(1) Each couple will have only two
children at the age of 30

(2) Their children will grow up marry,

and have the same number of children
at the same tine.

There will be an equal number of
male and female babies.

(4) Everyone will die between the ages
of 70 and 80.

Now compute the growth data and contrast,
growth in this commun.Ly with the Mars I

Community.

TOTAL
NO. OF
PEOPLE

FILL IN THE CHART



GUIUE SHEET # 21 Contfnued

Ivo

30, to so 4
yea

numbers of
peon

Plot the growth of the nonulation on the granh above.

Now, complete the age dis ribution chart for the pooulati n at 80 years be1ow.

closinn thought:

. . the popula i n ith num0ers are r king, hut their

implications are of far greater signific nce. Too rapid population

growth seriously harmers efforts to raise livinn standards,
to further education, to improve health and sanitation, to

grovide better housing and transportation, to forward cultural
and recreational onnortunities - and even, in many countries,
to assure sufficient food. In short, the hum n aspirations,

common to mon everywhere, to live a better life, is being

frustrated and ieonardized."

Population Reference Bureau

TURN THE PAGE FoP THE ANSWERS TO THE MR'S COLONY PROBLEMS !
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GUIDE SHEET 22

Answers to Guide Sheets 20 and 21

Mars I Corrmunity Population Data Table.
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HA4i II Comnunity Population Data Table
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Mars I Population Age Structure After 80 Yew
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0 40 20 20
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0 60 20 20 20
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-I Population Growth Curve
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Mars It Population Age Structure After SO Years

U HAVE COMPLETED THE um TURN BACK TO GUIDE SHEET # 1 AND SEE IF YOU _AVE MASTERED THE

OBJECTIVES FOR THIS UNIT:
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POPDLAT ION

RDS WORTH KNO4ING

AGE STRUCTURE: the percentage of the population in each age category. Usually
presented in the form of a bar chart or population pyramid with
each age graphed as a percen age of the total population.

ARIMETIC IWGRESSION: a series of numbers that increase by a constant number.

BIOSPHERE: all living things together dth their environm.ent. The biosphere
is made up of ecosystems.

BIFT1 CYCLE: the inber )f years
yea s.

/ man to reach her childbearing

BIRTH RATE: the nutOer of births of a population relative to the size of tI
nopulation. P4rt,h Rate is also termed ik-tallit/.

CARRYING CAPACITY: is the level of human activity (including Population dynamics_
and economic activity) which a region can sustain (including consi-
deration of import and export of resources and waste materials).

CENSUS: an official count, taken at regular intervals, of an entire population.
Its origin from the Latin word censere, meaning to tax suggests
one old and important use of the census.

CHAR/ TER; the details that describe a population for example, race,
age, income, education, birthplace, and occupation.

DEATH C9N3R0_1: the use of medical science and L _ter food and housing to

ITO keep people alive longer.

DEATH RATE: the number of deaths of a nopula.lion relative to the size of the
Population. Death Rate is also termed MORTALITY.

DEMOGRAPHY: the science of vital and social statistics, as of the bi rtl
deaths, diseases, marriages, etc. of nopulatio

DENSITY; the number of persons that live in a unit area. Density is usu lly
expressed as "persons per square mile."

DEPEND,ENCY RATIO: the fraction of the population dependent rking

rnnbers of that society.

DEVELOPED NATION: a nation usually having a lew population growth rate under
2 percent) considerable industrialization, and a high standard of
living.

DEVE_ NG NATION: a nation usually having a high population growth rate
--TiiT77 percent), little industrialization, and a low standard

of living. Most of the world's people live in developing nations,
also called underdeveloped nations.



D STRIBUTION: the spati l arrangement of the members of a population.

DOUBLING TIME: the number of year, it takes for a population to double.

ECOLOGY: derived from the Greek "Oikos", meaning "house" or "place to live".

The study of the relation of organisms or groups of organisms to

their environment, or the science of the interrelations between

living organisms and their environment.

ECOSYSTEM an integrated unit or "system" in nature, sufficient unto itself,

4) be studied as a separate entitye.g. a rotting log in the forest,

a coral atoll, a continent, or the Earth.

ENVIRMLENT: the aggregate of all the external conditions and influences

affecting the life, development,and ultimately -he survival of an

organism. From French "environs", surroundings.

FERTILITY: the ability o reproduce, that is, have babies. Compare with

sterility.

GENERATION: the time span required for women to pass through their child-

bearing years.

OEOMETRIC PROGRESSION: a series of numbers that increase by multiplying

the previous number by a factor (number).

GRONTI RATE: the speed at which a population is increasing or decreasing

for a particular year. Growth rate is the difference between the

birth rate and the death rate, with additions or subtractions for

migration.

LIMITING FACTOR: any resource which places limitations on a population.

MIGRATION: the movement of people from one area to another. The movement into

an area is termed IN-MIGRATION. The movement of people out of an

area is termed OUT-MIGRATION. The difference between in-migration

and out-migration is termed NET MIGRATION.

NON-REIEWABLE RESOURCES: resources that once used cannot renew themselves.

For example: coal, oil.

POPULATION: a group of interacting individuals of the same species or smaller

taxa in a common spatial arrangement.

POPULATION CONTROL: the ways that humans and animals regulate the size of

fh-eTFTOulations.

POLLUTION: the dirtying of water or air with impurities, such as sewage, chem-
.

icals, and germs.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES: those biological resources which renew themselves by

grOwt and reproduction.

RURAL: farm and country form of popubt,on distribution with low popul- ion

densities.

SUBuRBAN: residential form of population distribution. Predominately housing

development complexes, located outside of central cities. They are

often culturally and economically dependent upon the central city.
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DRBAH: contrali7ed fore of onoulation distribution usually connotes a city
, . , , .

witn inoustriai, comne rcial and governmental institutions.

IJRCAIIIZATJU: the migration of people from the countryside into urban centers
This term also mans the changes a growing city flakes in

the land and in the lives of people.

VITAi STATISTICS: a collection of numerical facts about vital important

events in the lives of people, , cumrh as birth adontion, marriage

divorce, and death.
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N:-LN roc), 17)f 0
Take a look at spaceship earth orzuide sheet #2,..The earth

is the third planet from the sun. Tt'is 8000 mile in diameter,
27,000 miles circumference ard has a surfaceara of 197,000,000
suare miles. It is inhabited by a populationver 4 billion people.
The earth stopped growing at least 4.5 billion yeaPS ago and it

is not ever going to get any bia;er. The populatiQn of people
the earth carries is growing at a rate of 2 per cent every year.
AL that rate the population will double itself every 15 years in-
definitely.

Now look nt the map of Connecticut at the bottom of guide
sheet /i2. The legal boundaries o0he state of Connecticut were
set in the year 1685. At the time of the state census in 1790,
Connecticut had a population of 240,000 people. Tod4y, 165 years
later, Connecticut's population numbers over 3 mil],ion people.

Li the fastest crowing state in New England. W:ith a population
Lhat is increasing at slightly over 1 per cent per ywar Connecti-
cuto oopulation will double in 60 years.

Por both the earth and Connecticut two things Etre almost cer-
tain. First, for a time, further increases in the Population of
Connecticut and the entire world are going to occul- whether we
are in favor of them or not, and second; the size, shape and basic
phynical characteristics of both Connecticut and the Earth will
remain the same. in other words both:the earth and the state are
finite in size and as such, cannot be expected to aCcomodate
infinite population growth. Stop the recorder whae you study
t'ne graph of population growth at the top of guide eheet 3 and
the chart of doubling time in part 13 of guide sheet #3. Sheer
numbers of people are only one aspect of the problQM of growth
now facing us on every level. Every individual in a population
hao certain minimal needs, requirements and desire which society
must provide. in short, we are all consumers, demanding goods
and services. in addition, almost all humans aspire to greater
and greater material wealth. To meet these demand, we use our
resources to produce goods and services. The crea'ter the demands
the greater the amount of resources consumed and goods produced.
Due to our imperfect technology the process of procluction and
consumption produce large amounts of wastes, which, in slightly
concentrated form become pollution. In other workk:') production,
consumption and pollution follow the pathway at thQ bottom of Guide
'hect //3. :r.ore people demand more production which leads to more
resource consumption which in turn loads to increaSied consumption
of goods and services al1 of which produce increasSd waste and
environmental degradation.

Tt now seems clear to many, that humans, with their infinite
desires are headed on a collision course with their i:inite envir-

onment. What is..our D-esent situation and how can we prepare for
the future? Some folks suggest that we adopt a wal.t and see at-
titude. They recommend that we permit our populat1011 to crow until
it becomes obvious that continued growth is detrirWital. At that
ocint, they suggest that we stop population growth- Still others
suggest that we are actually overpopulated right nOW. They
form their assumptions primarily on the basis of 01,1r rates of re-

source consumption and environmental oollution. TO these observers,
a natic%ft ouch-as the United States, wifich has 6% c17" the worlds
population yet consumes 305''' of its resources and contributes up-
wards of 50A of the world's pollution is grossly overpopulated.
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Which of these positions re_lects your ideas? Perhaps you,
like many would like to adopt a wait and see attitude. Scientistii

however, see danger in this action because of the way populations
behave. To clarify the point, let's focus our attention on how
populations grow. Populations grow in much the same manner as
Toney gains interest in a bank. Th6,t ds populations grow geoTet-
rically. A base of 2 doubles to become 4...4 doubles to become 8

doubles o become 16 and so forth. To consider how th.is
works, talce a look again at Guide Oheet 3, which shows a graph

4,11(1 LTowth of the world-wide human population. You will note
16he curve deoieting the ,rowth resembles the letterJ. When

we look at the pattern oiL hi growth we find that for much of
hj.dt,ory, the human population grew only very slowly until 1650.

Men, oopulation growth slowly accelerated. In 1850 population
rounded the bend in the J curve, and the growth rate dramatically'

Yrom the turn of the century on, the plot of the curve
becomes almost vertical. Another way of demonstrating how rapidly
h() population is growing, is to determine how many years it

takes a population to become twice as large. Look at the douL,ng
time chart in Part B of guide sheet /0, (Pause). We estimate the
world human population at the beginning of the Christian Era at
alout 250 million people. By 1650, at the time of the Late henaJs-
anee the population had reached 500 million people. Thus it t00%
(60 years for the population to double ,itself. 200 years later,
by about 1850, the population had doubled itself again and reached
the 1 billion mark. The world population reached its 2nd billion
people during the depression year of 1930, a doubling time of only
65 years. The population has now reached the 4 billion mark,'.
which means that the doubling time has now decreased to 45 years.
If its current rate of growth continues the population will once
again double itself in (nly 37 years. It is quite significant
tnat the rate of increase, or the number of years it takes the
population to double, is itself increasing-and the population
appears to be entering a phase best described as rapid runaway
growth. Perhaps you can visualize how this runaway growth occurs
by considering the example.

The thickness of the Guide Sheet paper you are holding is
about 1/254 ths of 1 inch. If we double this we get only 2/254 tho

of an inch. By eight doublings however, we have attained a thick-

ness of 1 inch and by 15 doublings over 5 feet. After 23 doublingo
we would have a stack of paper 1360 feet thick. By 15 doublings
we would have about gone around the head of the LT curve and have
reached a thickness of about 3000 miles. Now the consequence of
geometric growth rapidly becomes apparent. By 42 doublings the
thickness of that stack of paper is about 240,000 miles, which
is the distance from the earth to the moon. Eight additional
doublingo brings the total to 50 doublings, and the paper-which
began it geometric growth with a thickness of only 1/254 ths of
an inch is now 93 million miles thick, approximately the distance
from the earth to the sun.
------Obviously, such rapid growth of a pile of paper quickly be-

comes propoesterious. Yet aispite the- warning of demographers
and ecologist man has refused to acknowledge that the gOemetric
groWth of population has equally the same potential for runaway
growth. The point we are attempting to make is quite simple.

Infinite growth cannot continue in a finite environment. Sooner

or inter an equilibrium will be established: that is open to que-
r-
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w..i1J be established, it is the manner in which the equilibrium
is eeltablished that is open to question. Either society will
ar.ici7e a otable population by "Conscious lowering and regulation
of the birth rate or nature will achieve equilibrium by dramati-
eally increasing the death rate. The first choice represents a
reasonable and rational approach to population growth, famine,
pestilence and human misery.

The world population growth problem is often viewed as a
problem of developed nations. To emphasize the faliey of that
argument, let us consider two hundred years of growth in the
Aeriean state with the highest per capita income. A growth
curve and population projection chart are shown on guide sheet
cl/.. Turn off the tape recorder while you study the 1JopuiaLion
rowth chart on guide sheet cl4 ard the fact sheet on Connecti-
eu'iee eopulationepresepreo on guide sheet /15. Turn the recorder
aree",,: on when you are ready to continue.

The population growth problem is very real and effects af-
Cilgent and poor societies alike. At this point in time, the

ieno to be made regarding future population size and growth
f_Irn largely individual. That is, they are decided on the basi
of how many children you end I want. And that in turn is decide
by wht we feel to be the impact of people on ourselves, our
fornilies and our environment. Since most land use decisions in-
volve planning for people, we have designed this unit to acquaint
y(_,I, with basic poimlation oharactonisties. Using these tools
you, as a concerned citizen, interested in local land use pion-

'e.ej, will be able to make realistic assesnients of local a-n(1
o19.1 population growth potential, the future allocations

of land. and other resources and facilities required for their
support.

Let us begin with the basics. What is a population? An
ecologist would define a population as a group of orvanismu of
.r,10. S2Me species interacting together and inhabiting the same
ceoL:raphical area. BeCause the human population is interacting
on n. world-wide scale we must, for investigative purposes, foeus
our attention on geographical populations. Thus we may consider
the oopulation of a country, a region, a state, and a munieipaliV.
collectively or separately..

The scientific study of human populations is called demoyrcohy.
- (naphy is concerned with the utudy of the vital statistics
of a Population. These vital statistics are generally obtained
throu6h a periodic census, or recording of the numbers of a Pop-
ulation. The writers of the United States Constitution had the
vision to reali7e the need for a periodic census. In Article
1 section 201the Constitution, a census of the entire country
is mandated every ten years. Most important vital statistics
tat can be obtadned from a census include information on:

. (1) growth rate
(2)birth rate
(3) death rate
(4) age structure of a population
"Detailed information on major_populations characteristics

is given in pages of Guide Sheet 0 entitled, Population Statistics;
What do they mean? This booklet, published by the Pepulation
--=- ---..e-_-..-e-lteJ:7 erence liureau deJ,.ines major terms used in population studies
and describes formulas which are used in computing growth rates..
Stop-the tape recorder while you read guide sheet 0, the Popu-
lation Statistics Pamplet. After you have read through the pam-
o!'llnt- you may find it helpful to keepit nearby for reference.
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be used in Planning for people... First, let's consider the
factors influencing population change. Look at Guide Sheet 1/7.

Part A of Guide Sheet 1/7 shows how births, deaths and migration
relate to the size of a population. Part B of Guide Sheet 1/7
gives both the word formula and the letter formula needed to
calculate the vital statistics of a population.
From Part A, of Guide Sheet in you will note that the basic
components which increase a populations size are births and in-

migrators. The subtractive factors which cause a decrease in
population sive, are Deaths and Outmigrations. You can see that
we measure whether a population increases or decreases on the
basis of two factors: the Hate of Natural Increase, and Net

The rate uf natural inereae JJ3 simple a measure of

rate minus the death rate. Net migration is the differomce
(:!weer people moving into and out of an area. Tf mare people

ar.1 movinc: out, we have a minus or subtractive offset on a popu-
..lation. The reverse is true if more people are moving into an
area. To finally determine whether a population is growing or
declining we have to examine the growth rate. The equation for
1 eerminin6 population graminecuthci_grortntratoN:. 'Juide Sheet //7

7'art B.
If you have had trouble undorsLandi.ng this brief discussion

of the meaning of population statistic, I suggest you stop the
recorder and review Guide Sheets #6 and #7 (Pause). Now, how
do these,vital statistics apply to the world human population,
which, as we saw in Guide Sheet /ik3, is rapidly growing?

When we consider the growth of the world human population
we must consider only the affect of the rate of natural increase.
V;hy?

The growth of the world-wide population is due only to dif-
ferences between birth and death rates. To provido you with
some insight into the rate of population growth, we would "Jke
you to carry out a simple activity. Look at the second hand of
your watch. For every second that ticks by, there are approxi-

mately 4 births and 1 and deaths. In other words ih one min-
ute t'qere are 240 births and 90 deaths, or approximately 334,000
b=irths and 134,000 deaths per day.

The growth rate can be calculated by subtracting the number
of deaths per day from the number of births per day, 334,000
births per day m'Anus 134,000 deaths per day means a growth rate
of 200,000:people per day...1.4 million people per week, or 70
million people per year.

You may be wondering why there is such a difference between
birth and death rates. Have birth rates risen recently? Actually
birth rates have fluctuated only slightly in the past 200 years
and are tat the present time falling slightly. In contrast, Cleath

rates have shown an almost continuous decline for the past several
hundred years. The introduction of antibiotics and modern me(.aical

practices on a world-wide scale, coupled with increased food
availability as a result of the widespread use of pesticides,
and the introduction of modern agricultural practices has resulted
in a startling decrease in death rates, particulary among children.

- .

These factors acting in concert have caUsed vet-Taltrd6rJ t:ttrvive

uhildhood and become parents themselves. High birth rtos n

many countries cancel the effect of increased in (Icmth.raf,e

from natural or man made disasters. For example, the catostro-
phic floods and disease of 1972 wiped out 500 thousand of Bangal-

dshes pooulation. Tt took the survivors just 40 days to produce

crouirh te mnIce up the loss. Deaths in local wars are
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also quickly replaced by new births Pr lation losses due to

famine in one part of the world are hp- :ed by increased popu-

lation elsewhere. We cannot escape h ier, the coming famine

and resource depletion problems which occur if our present

population growth continues. Somewhere throughout the world

about 15 million people d±e of starvation each year. This is,

in effect, a form of global famine.
The growth of the human population is not evenly distributed.

Nationally, some countries are crowing, some declining and some

reeeaining relatively stable. It seems to be a paradox of growth
%hat most of the third world or developing countries also have
reeidly growing populations whereas many of the highly industri-
alized countries of the western world have populations wich
aro nearing stability or growing only slowly.

Now let us apply the population characteristics we have
diecussed so far to Connecticut and selected towns and cities

within the state. To carry out the activity, you will have to

find Guide Sheets #8 and #9. n-art A of Guide Sheet 0 presents
a mae of Conneetucut, showing the population changes which occured in

ceveral metropolitan regions during the 10 year decade ending in
1970. The total population of the region is represented by the

eize of the circle. The population increase which took place

between 1960 and 1970 is indicated by the size of the pie slice.
Turn the tape recorder off while you answer the question under
the map on guide sheet 0 (Pause).

As you can see, all of the metropolitan regions identified

on the map increased in population during the period between

1)60 alid 1970, From your observationo, can you see that popula-

tion growth was not evenly dietributed throughout the itate.
;',y estimate is that Danbury region had the lerqest percentage
Growth while the Yeriden area had the smallest percentage grewth.

Now, look at the table at the bottom of Guide Sheet #8.

Table 8 presents information on the population changes of selected
Connecticut towns and cities between 1920 and 1970. The data

for these tables was obtained from a booklet entitled "Connecticut
Towns and Country Fact Book" published by the University of Conn-

ecticut. 13imilar population fact books have been compiled for

many towns, cities, counties, and. states. You may want to refer

to your town library for population information directly pertain-

ing to your area-
Now lets go back to the table at the bottom of Guide Sheet
From the table we find that over the 50 year perioa from 1920

to 1970 the population of Connecticut was almost tripled. We

also find that this population growth was far from uniformly
distributed when the individual -owns and cities of the state

arc considered. Connecticuts cities have varied in their popu-

lation chances. Some towns such as Cheshire, Hamden, and Widdle-

town showed a relatively large and rapid growth while others,
such as Derby and North Canaan remained almost stable. Still

others, such as New Haven and Bridgeport actually decreaE3ed in
size during the fifty year period. Stop the recorder while you
rtudy the table further and answer the question listed below

the table.
The average annual growth rates that have occurred in many

Connecticut cities and towns are chronicled in detail in the
table on Guide Sheet #9. Guide Sheet #9 shows the per cent change

in population size which took place over each decade between 1920

and 1970. Road through the questions o/1 Guide Sheet #9, study
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der while you carry out thin activity.
Jome major factors affecting population growth in selected

Connecticut Cities and townn can be found on Guido Sheet #10.
ThAs Lable details the sources of population changes from 1960

to 1970. Remember, populations may change in size in either of

LWO wayo, by changes in births and deaths, that is natural in-
creane (or decrease) and by differences between in-migrations
and out-migration, termed net migraion- Guide Sheet #10 suggest
the relative importance of these two sources of change for the
pooulation of Connecticut. (Pause). Which faetor, natural in-
crease or net migration had the greatest impact on Connecticuts
pn!julation growth? Which town loot the greatest number of peo-

n 1,)-e to oul, migtion? 7flich communiLf{ Ilad the lowe:it mte

c,f naLurai increae?
Information from chartn such as this can be very helpful

in describing the rates of population change for our communities
for determining what faotors have been responsible for the

ange. To see how the table can be used to describe factors

t fecting population change lets study the respective populations
of New "raven and Hamden during t!'r period from 1960 to 1970.
Yrom the second column of the table on Guide Sheet #10 we nnd
Lilat Yew Haven's population decreased by 9.4 '1. during the docac
from 1960-1970, whereas Hamden's population inreased by
du.ring the same period, Therefore Hamden's population is grow-
L ; whild New Haven's population is declining. Interestingly
cnouL;h we find from the natural increase column that both Ham-
den and New Haven have a positive rate of growth. That is, there
were .iore births than deaths in both towns during this period.
To what then, can-we attribute the faot that the poPulation of
one town is increasing while the other is decreasing? The answer
is to be found in Net Migrations. Here, as wo compare the two
communities we find that 28,046 more people moved out of New
Haven than moved into the city during this time. In contrast,

we find that 6,095 more people moved into Hamden than moved out
of Hamden. This is verified by looking at the third column sec-
tion of the table which shows the comparative percentage changes
due to not migration and rate of natural increase, Here we find

that 73.41 of the increase of Hamden's population Was due to
noI migration, or an increased nuber of seople movinv: into the
terl. The reverse is true for New Haven, whore almost all of
the cities population loss is due to people moving out irt the

surrounding subarban and rural areas. Turn the recorder off
whild you study Guide She'.:q #10 further. (Pause

Besides knowing the total number of people in a populati n
and the growth rate of the population, it is often useful to
know how the individuals in a population are distributed by age

groups.
The distribution of people in various age brackets has

serious planning implications for communities. This data is
valuable in planning for schools, housing, and recreational needs
among other factors. Lets begin by using a common frame of refer-
ence.
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How many people were or will be in your graduating class?

Was the size_ of your clans larger or smaller than the class before

you? Vies your class larger or smaller than the class graduating

after you? How many- people do you know over the age of 60? The

ace of 70? ::ow many people do you know who are less than 20 years

of Ig:;c!?

If you were to take a survey of your town's population, you

woul'd ±7-ind that it Is composed of people of all ages, but

yoe would find that is is composed of more people of some ace croups

than others. If vou cataloue the numbers of people in specific ace

groups R2 a portion of the total population you have constructed what

Jf1 called R population age pyramid.

A population a6e pyramid con'6aino information on tIle

history, present status and potential future of a population.

i(ei:cr 'A guide sheet /fill, part A ao we continue the narrative Pause .

An 1_!ce pyramid provides a visual image of the age structure of a soci

ety. The vertical axis shows different age groups. The hori7ontal

axis shows the number of people in each age group.
Usually the pyramid ls divided in half. The left side represent

ing the males in the population and the right side the females. What

ca:Aseo changes in the age structure? Iligh birth rates, as mentioned

above, produce large numbers of children and give the pyramid a larger

ba,:Je. On the other hand, low of falling birth rates produce a smaller

pr000rtion of children in the total population ard give the pyramid

a narrower base.
T)eath rates also change ths shape of the pyramid. As death rates

rse for any partieulal ac,e grouo, e.g.., young men in time of war,

the band representinE; that age gorup would be smaller. Tf fewer in

fants and children die and if people in general live longer, we say

!,he survival rate is increasing. Changing survival rates will affect

the shape of the pyramid at several ages. For example, if infarts c3ur

\rive to the reproductive age, the children they bear will increase the

Lose df)the pyramid.
:.ligration is the fourth major factor that affect ago structure.

when people of a particular age group leave the country, they change

the ag,e sturcture of the area they are leaving as welLas that of the

region to which they are moving.
Part 72 of Guide Sheet 7/8 shows the age pyramids of three

different types of populations. A demographer would suggest that

population 1 is a young populati)n which is growing rapidly. Why?

Because high birth rates have produced large numbers of children,

and as a result the age pyramid has a large base. Populations

which are experiencing a "baby boom" would have this general type of

age pyramid.
Pyramid 2 represents an older average age population. What

evidence i2 there to suggest that this is an older more stable

pooulation? The relatively even numbers in each of the younger

age groups suggests a low birth rate. As a result the population

pyramid has a relatively narrow base.
What does the inverted base of pyramid 3 suggest to you?

For some reason the number of births in this population are so

low that the population isn't even replacing itself. In fact, if_

it continues in this way the population will eventually be reduced_

to 7ero.
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Look again at pyramid 1. A very large proportion of this
0 ouletion consists of children less than 15 years old. These are

ure generation of parents. That lb, they 'will soon.be

mot ;
and fathers of the next birth cycle of the population. What

eo suppose will happen to the population size if the yoeth
la-:;ion.want the same number of children a, eheir parents; orre 4!

base of the pyramid win be wider yet.
Pooulation pyramids can also provide information on the etcct

of world events or natural disaster upon a population. look at the
amid in the box et tho top of Guide Sheet 11. Can you locnte
reased population agp croups born during VW:FT....Can you

10C9 0 the.past "iiWTI baby boom age groups?
Pooulation pyramids can also provide information on _ ,
onto and producers! Is there a student in your heme whe is

a deduction? If the answer is yes, then ;Iley are a
They consume the same goods and services as does any et,

1 in your society but they do not help to produce them.
7.e. kher do some ritired individuals. Students have something in .

cem with retired members of society. They are both part of the -

mcy load of a population. Generally, individuals betNcen the agoc
16 d 65 are the producero in a society. They manufacture the

and services to be consumed.
Now take another look at the three population age pyra,,ido.

Vhich population has the lare:est number of dependent people? Whfch
4tlation has tho loWest number of dependent people?

Pyramid 1 has a Very high dependency ratio mostly conoistirg

'ldren. These young dependents will require food and shelter.

-,,tio:1 to health services and schools. The pyramid for ..opi,),:e. ,

tells us that this population has:a very large number of older Jr-
divJ.duals'who may require such services on low cost , ,asi.ng, nunv'
..mc, leisure recreation faculities and hoalth services-all ef

have to be pmvided by the productive members of society.
10 see how we calculate the age desendary ratio of a uolati

loo-ic a', Part C of Guide Sheet 1/11. From the formulas you will fin6_
that to...obtain the Youth Deoendary Ratio we divide the number

, ele under 15 by the number of people between the age of 15 and 59,
eh represents the work force of the population. We multiply by 00

we want to express the youth dependary ratio as a percente.
fird the aged dependary ratio of a population we add tho agcd and

iro h deprndary ratios together.
i .

let us use the concepts of age distributions whic_vve
ha,!e just _overod to examine the age pyramids of selected tow---_,

n Cornee icilt,-. 71ook at Part A of Guide Sheet //12. Here on. Guide

,:hcet A we hwye a table of age disributior rl.foa',;io-: L'or

, s on n piece of scrap paper. Vihich tos hLvi: pcpurlation2

whi sit _ ,::::',wing, which soem to bo declini and iiv:Lc.)-: t()wns

cm t o'"ai ning ctablo? How does Uhe aeoendin 1.o ( the t .

of t compare to the desondoe :Load of New r,a-ven? Which

Lown may r, ,Iire the constructions of -ew school5.? Which may require
the c(L.,ruo6ion and estRblihment of health t'ac '7t-t) for the aged?
Steo the recetder While you i.enower these quostioile - (7:ause

In Part B of Guide SheiA 172 you may Tr y. yoar hnd lit on=

stru-ting an age oynmnid. ou will..notoAhat we 'iice,e curet- eted n

ago .amid for the town of :c.. Cornocitit from the ago di-
7,---

tritm _on table of Port A. .c) To hj wo hrcvo placed the 8 f..le
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categories on the p,rpenoi ular axis to the left, and numbers

rooresenting population size on the horizontal line at the bottom.-

You will also note that the size range begins at 0 in the center and

extends to 3,000 individuals af either side. Now to construct our

age pyramid for a given age group. We take the size of the population

of males in the under five category and make a mark at the point apro

oroximately 2,291 in7diV-iduals to the left of the center line. We then

mark at the 2:IJI_Vindividual point to the right of the center

indicating the number of females ita the under 5 year age group.

:hen draw the block and,novo up to the 5-9 age bracket where we

rc:eat the process.,
itemember, in aft accurately drawn,age pyrand the number of oeo

nie to the left of the center line would indicate males in the pout,

-Lion while the number of people to the right of the center line would

indicate the number of females. When we have completed the procer
foT each age grouirwe end up with an age pyramid like the one shmn.

Now try to finish the age pyramid for nddletownt Connecticut. When

you have completed Taddietown's age pyramid, compare the structure

,t the n pulations of these two Connecticut Communities._ Stop the

re drd r while you conotruct the Inddletown age pyramid (Pause).

_ooth Middletown and Groton have approximately the same popu
lation size, that do, roughly 40,000 people. Do they exhibit the

same population conpo ition? (Pause), Do they appear to be growin

ecual. rates?
-,3ased on our previous discussions of population age composia

what inferences can you make concerning such thingsas the dependen

load ratio, growth trends and -rvices each of the two towrs wfll

require.
You might have infered that dependency ratio helps pre ict what

oortion of the population is paying for the services for the young

and th elderly. Later in the unit, we will discuss-how the age

structure can help one predict the needs that will influenc

uses.
knother_inportant aspect var able in planning for ,_eoole jo

distribution,of any population in a given area. For instance,

a sample of your feelings! When do you feel crowded? TILthe

cit ? an a subway? Driving through the country? At acfbobl --
,hen you feel the pressure of many people around you

do you react? Do you take a drive in the lonely stretches

the country? 'Or periqaps eo for a hike in the woods seckinc solitl

You are reacting to the distrubution and density of your pozulntion.

Population distrubution is how the nenbers of a population are

sepnr_ted in space. On guide sheet 1/13, there is a graphic repre

sentation of the population distribution of several towns. The

indicates the distribution of population within the town by

one dot for every 50 people. C1wters of dots indicate
natrations of people. Stop the recorder whild you study Guide

hoet j13. Tt may be useful for you te prepare a population dis-

tribution map for your community. We will return to the importance

or the populat on distrubution in the synthesis unit as we discu,J0

proxmity requi ements of commerical land uses to poloulations.

Tht relationship between a population end its:living area is

,cttllea density. Thus to find the density of a population we simply

Ci 'vide the number of people by the area. For example, the enxth

hrts !7!, surface arca of 197 million squarT miles end a population of

coo-ole. To find the density- o.!: people we divide the

number of ooplo by the aren and find a result of 19.6 peopl- _per
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The population density of the United States is about 57 peo le per

square mile Yet, as- is shown by the diagram on guide shee
A

Part C the United States does not have a uniform population density.
Instead, certain areas of the United States, such as the eastern
seaboard, have very large population densities. Other areas, such

as the intermountain states, have comparatively fewer people and may
be said to be sparsely populated. By way of further comparizon, the
peoulation density of the United States is quite low compared to the
eooulation density of tbetUEatoeLrteteuntries which may have over 500
people per square mile.

To further examine the concept of population density look at

Guide Sheet ii14. Part A of Guide Sheet #14 is a table listing the
oresent population densities of several toe,no in Connecticut plu
the actual land area of the town in square miles. You mill note'
that for the state as.a whole, the deneity Or number of people per
square aile is 622. (Pause) The table also tells us that the density
of the states population has increased, by 51 percent during the 20 year
period between 1950 and 1970. According to this table, which Conn-
ecticut towns had the the highest pepulation e=ensity in 1970?

Yoei are right, New Haven! Accordi to the able New Haven, with a
land area of 18.4 square miles, had a rand eetal of 7484 peoel
ljVitL on each square in 1970. Now t locate the town wit' th
lowest pooulation density...(Pause) ain! Sharon, whica has

over 3 tines the land area of New Havee er 59.8 square rr'les aee a
pooulation density of only 41 people per seuare

To help you visualize, what sueh disparate populatien densiti
mean, in terms of the spatial distribution of people, eerform the
ex,amine elven in Part B of Guide 2heet ff14 using the towns-ee Bristol,
East Windeor ared ifoxbury. Each of theso three townsehas aee2eoximately
the =le land area of 26 square miles, Yet they have very ,ede differ-
.ncee in population density. Stop the recorder, while you carry oe,

this activity.
There le ouite aedifferenee in population density between -Le

72ristol box with 42 Xs eversus the Roxbury box with only 1 X. By now

you can easily see what population density means in terms of the e

evaiJable for eaoh individual making uo the populations of the three

towns.
Populetion density and di Aribution are important factors to

ider in planning for people. To continue our planning, we must
coneider the relationship of a pobulation to the ability of ite envir-
ment to keep it supplied with adequate quantites of food, water, air

eni materials used by the society. This relationship is called

carrying capacity. For example, to apply the carrying capacity con-
eeot to a oopulation of sheep living on a range, we would ouggest
that, a population of sheep is equal to the carrying capacity of th dr
range land when the daily food and water requirements of the sheep
met by the actual land eroductivity of vegetation and water on a
sustained yield basis. The balance between sheep consumption and

range productivity may continue indefinately.
Mlen we consider how to.apply the carrying capacity concept to

humans and their environment, we find the complexity of the relation-

ship increases. Humans relate to their environment based on their

cultural patterns. That is, by virtue of culture, humans require

more than simply food and water from their environment. They also re-

quire the materials necessary to manufacture the foods and produee the
errviees which are necessary for their life style. In additon en
effeetive series of institutions are required to suetain the eoc-iety.

-I the cerneot of a humer city,
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lLlowing analo,y may prove useful.
ber the Titanic? She strjck an iceberg and sank in 1311

A total of 1,645 lives were lost, Uecue the carrying copacity or
of her lifeboats was in- ffici.ert to accomodate all of hr pas-

senrers.
7:e ma

environment as a
also v sualize the caruing capacity of a population

10
series of life_oats, as

The first lifeboat is labeled t-e .cesources
:Ppulations require a variety of materials and energy frbm their
onnent. These may be termed resources. We customaril classify
sources as renewable or non-renewable, deoending on whet.her they

reenerated by the environment or whether they arc f-
eLT,T, resources dncludo wLter, trees and food. Whdle, n-renewa le

curce'e include mineral- and rost forms ofeneru. n-rencwaole
reoourceo are available in finite quantities. They are pres-nt in

' 1 amounts which, when used up, cannot be replaced.
The rate of usa of both renewalfle and non-renewable resources

ds directly related to the total size and standard of livinr of a
saT.ation. For example, between 1960 and 1970 the ,,Norld popul tion

ireased by 20%. During the same decade the use iron rose b over
25) Percent, of copoer by 200 percent and of aluminium by 900 percent.

source consumotion is not equal among the nations of the earth. The,

moot affluent nations tend to consume the most resources. We have al-
ready noted that the :Jnited States, with 6 percent of the worlds
population, consumes 30 percent of the world's resources. When all'

the natiors of the -;iestern World are considered together thcy
approximately 90 oercent of the worlds total resources :Put

er contain only 20 percent of the world's population. Yor how
will V:lis situation continuo? .iiememberthe ol ide of os ,
earth? Tt represents a finite environcint. That is, the

emx1nts of all_ Of Lho earths non-renewable resources are fixed. Oee
they have been used up we will be unable to obtain any more -=1 P-

en the Local and regional level the available resources det-
the leveL of production and therby the level of emPloyment which

en area can sustain. If an area's resources are in short suppl
rrIrryin,_ capacity is diminished and its _oopulation declines as t-
rceureos ruse consum d or lost. Ihe chost towns of the old ':;o
f=?_ classic exartruile of what can haosen when a communities resource oup-

do depleted. When the gold and silver ran out, the mining towns

0 shown in Guide Sheet c15- 0
All
envir-
re-
ran

Lifeboat 2 represents the production of goods and services for
a somlation. It includes the factories and shops needed to produce
the goods, olus the transoortation facilities required to str ibuto

The consumption lif bo,u, number 3 refers to a .cieties demand
and requirement for goods and services. Every indivddual of a society

necessity a consummer. His level of consumption will be der,er-
bv his wealth and oower. 311 order for high consumptior. demands

Lo be met, ,:-oduction levols and resOurce usag'e is incrensed.
resources aro insuffieent they will have to be subsidized by m c=

Now ict us consider the pollution lifeboat. Pollution J,s really OYCess
wacto material Trbm production nlid connumption. We oonr.lier it

t beecluoe oollution createto conditions of str "d
ecosystems-conditions whAch are rapidly worsenirw.
Men our society was young ond our population much sn v,acteF7

indiscrielteTy into lake'l rivers and the air. T offert,

rg aolicy WaS that the co1ut±on to rioll,rt.i on ,

nflr 1 en t)acjv !:or the Wmlo V.1060 t eci ,
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and when tho. se limits were exceeded-we have pollution.
Unfortunately, th_ p oductien of wastes and therefore pollutants
rectly related to the level of technology. r pollutant

_ease beyond optimum limits they rapidly become health ha7arcis.

Tvo recent well known examples include mercury poi.eoning and
The carrying capacity of each of these lifeboats can be quickly

exceeded. Indeed, many of them may already be overloaded. Their
load will influence the carrying capacity of the fifth lifeboat, which

orceents the quality of the living environet. We generally con-
sider an area to be environmentally acceptable when a certain minimum
level of goods and services are manufactured and consumed and there
ie a low or negligant amount of pollution. What alternatives are
eeoeible? How mLy we increase our carrying capacity? To increase
the carrying caeecity of people, that is, increase our populations
e] se, the may pick up more people, thereby increasing the
overall load of a_l of the lifeboats. If we increase our population

7Q we mils', e willing to tolerate increased levels of pollution and
decrease in our quality of living. Or, conversely, we can increase

our eppulation seze and decrease our consumption and production of go
ier -ndividual, thereby decreasing everyone's quality of life environcle/

ther werde we are trading off clean air for dirty air, quiet for
pollution, clean watef for dirty water, spaciousness for crowd-
ditione - all to rfle e peoduction and consumption demands
t..aboet bv inereae uoi ootelation. These are the

3ceu v'hich are al-allable to JS in our finite environments-end
the lifeboats-can only siud a limited amount of crowding.
Tn summary, we might point out that recognition of a re0on's
, capabity forces us to become aware that all envJronments arc
and that they therefore elace limits on population growth and

e tes. Therefore it is absolutely essential that the oarryirL;
y of a region be taken into account in regional planning and
on.

Consider how the carrying capacity of your town afi cts you.
What other factors in your commenity place constraints or limito or
he size of its population? 71eat about the available space for 'nous-

And how about road- for transoortation. Are there certtuin reads
in yo,.. town which always seem to have too many cars on them. :Project

wjT1 have if your t0vs population doubler- in Si7C.
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Welcome to planning ple Part IT1 .

At the beginning of the United States Constitution- in the fifth
in fact- the decennial census is established as a part of

life. In order to apportion prooerly both Congressional seat-

and Federal taxes, the Founding Fathers required that an enumera-
"Ilhall bp made within three years after the first meeting of the

Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent term of
in such manner as they shall by law direct." The section

Constitution establishing the census is reprodueed on Guido
p6. Accordingly, the first census was taken:in 1790; L repor

tion of 3,9291214. The last regular census, in 1970, counted
i85,000 Americans.
7any Americans believe that through this provision 6he framers

the Constitution sought deliberately to provide for the new Nation
a planned systoM of social statistics. History does not support this
view. Although census-taking was well known in countries from which
the colonists came, it was mainly associated with taxation or military
corecription. Thus the census had little appeal to early Americans.
The Constitutional Convention sought simply-a way to fairly apportion

ip in the liouse of iiopresentatives; at the same time assi
eac'e 'tate its proper share of the debts remaining ±'ri the Revel-

one war.
i as ou- population has grown in size over the decades, so

func6-ore ef the reslar cersus also have exoanded.. Today, ve ere
eeted ne)t only in an accurate counting of heads, but al. n a

-,cac on of our occaTi enndition. We know thnt urTesS
con be rmed ebout thRir present, they cann
Lelligent It VuHv future.
exampe r ' the way census oata can be usea by government can

11Tustratod wi eity, Urbanville. The city of
banville warts to know dew ehildren wdll be enrolled in primary

T each year for the next decade, because it must plan ahead to
oney and to contact for new schools if they are needed,
ehero, add buses and drivers, and so on. So tables rep _

celeus data for Urbanville residents are examined; the:: show 1-ew many
aldren living in Urbanville are five years old, four years old, three
ars _ed and oo on. The number of married women of child-beaning

'aLLiL also be nnted. This figure can be used, along with estimates of

average number of children born each year and the average fami v
to predict the approximate number of children who will be

in time to attend school by the later years of the decade. Geyer-

at all levels-federal, state, and municioal facilities, but-also
to care for elderly, build adequate public housing and calculate

-riwabor of mon that will be eligible for the draft.
nous data can provide us with large amounts .of informet,ion

community abd it- population. It is important 1,r, 7rem'ember

aowever that the is a measurement of the population at one
icular ti- it is rathe like a photograph captur1nr just one

nen momant oi a .continuous action. It is the ta,, ehe

;:ry to piece together, u2ing vital statistics, sortie exnle
even-Ls Lha L to place before the census, and
ted tO take place after the census.
hnforo wc begin to ana2yze the information from th cereus in

,1 of ito rintion to lard use decision making, it - r,:iportn tO

r(7' ronou c'eestors or the en

C2;
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sheet J17. Read through the questions on the form with particular at-

tention to the questions that you believe relate to land use decision

making. Stop the recorder while you study the census form on gu'do

cllect J17.
The number of publiCations and analysis ya,dueed from the census

are too numerous to list. However, it is valaable to our use of cen-
sus data in land use decision making to use as a model studies orodue-

ed by a regional planning agency. The studies in the next section have
bnen preoared by the 2outheastern Connecticut Regional Planning Agency.
As we work our way through the examples of the utilization of popula-
tion data feel free to stop the recorder to study the guidesheet.

As we proceed through these guidesheets we will quote excersis
from stUdies that utilized thn data.

Population age sex characteristics for Southeastern Connecticut

arc shown on Guide Sheet #I8 Part T Fause_. The agency concluded
after a study of age structure:

This grouping cf age-classes generally eorresoonds to the
etages of one's life cycle. Most absolute growth took place in the
student-young workers category followed by the children category.
7ature workers increased slighlly mere than prime workers whiio tale

retired increased least. The bottom of Guide Sheet #19A shows these
age {:roups as a percent of the tote] population compared to 1960.

-aildren remain the largest category down slightly from 1960. Che
significant- change is the continued decline of the prime worker eate-
g,ary, which-is only 1/10 percent behind mature workers in Percentage
of total population. Statewide, this ago group of student-young
workers also accounted for the biggest age grouping change since l'jCO3

growing to over 16 of the state's 1970 population..
')id you notice the emohaisi on workers, especially young workere?

13y inference, the olanners are suggesting the need to plan for more

jot opportunities. How will this affect the communities land use de-

cisions?
let's continue. Turn the page to guide s eet 418 Part TT. Com-

mv,tation patterns of residents can .be determined by comparing town of
residence and town of employment. Based on this type of analysis
presented on Guide Sheet 416 Part TT the regional.planring agency con-
--
e J_udeu:

"The uneven distribution of population and jobs mal,.:es for a

complex commuting pattern withiAmthe region. Data from the
1970 eenaus do not permit a fully detailed analysis of com-
muters, but they do allow us to-!d4lentify the commutation of
workers from the region's town106 the major employment cer-
tors in the three urban commuditits. Figure 6 displays this
oattern graphically. Perhape4the most striking aspect of this
map is the doTinant role played by the Town of Groton in the

em9loymant structure of Southeastern Connecticut. A second
pertirvet podnt is the regional nature of the area's economy.
No single ceMmunity emerges as being totally self-sufficient."
What land.use considerationsTollow from this analysis?

Iar: your answer was transportation land use, you are correct. These

might include land allocated to mess transit, commuter lots, highways,

otc.
1'ac study continues:

Jt should also be mentioned that population growth increases
in the suburban and rural-towns did not include a similar increase

in job opportunities within the town boundarics. Two-thi,rds of .

the c'vilian labor force in Sout:anstern Connecticut work. or corn--
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the region's employed 1abor force compare similarly with other

areas of the state, although the pattern of diztribution varies
with the individual towns. Land zoned for comMercial and in-
dustrial use exists in many of,the usburban_aod rural towns.
But while oboortunities for ,industrial developMent exist in
Southeastern Connecticut, employment growth ha not kept pace
with population increases in the suburban town0."

The planning agency analyzed the family organiZation information
in the format of Guide Sheet #18 Part ITT.

"Aecording to the 1970 census definitions, a Xamily consists of

-a household head and one or more other persons livibe in the same
household who are related te the head by blood, marriage, or adoption.
In this report, "family"Lshall also apply to male arid female primary
individuals.

Dasband-wife families are the dominant household unit in the re-
gion. (See Guide Sheet #19B) 705 of the 64,388 families are husband-
wife units. Regionally, the female primary-individual (a single female
living alone or with nonrelatives comorises the next largest family
ca',e,!::ery. Relative female longevity may exolain the higher number of
feale primary individuals as compared to male primar'y individ)als.

Female-headed households are the third largest family type in
Coutheastern Connecticut. Whereas a great number o female orimary
individuals may represent widows (-childless or with children crown
end moved away from the household) as well as unmarried women, female-
headed families are these where children of various ages (dependents
are oresent. Female headed households, which compriSe 105, of the
total number of families in the region, are those famdlies where women
have been widowed, divorced, or separated from their husbands.

waelc families follow a somewhat different pattern of organi7a-
Y.on form that of the region's population as a whol. While husberd-
wfe families, too, are the dominant household units the number of fo-
rna7.a-headed house,hold5 is substantial. They account for 211: of Ell

7:ased on the analysis of family organization data, the regional
lanrinc agency,,coneluded:

"The family profile provided by the census data indicates a need
for adeiienal day care centers in towns where there are largo
numbers of single-parcnt families or poverty level families wose
need for day care is denied as they live in tcws which do rot
presenly have day care centers. Female-headcd families, and
other male-herided families, which combined account for 12=7/ of

all families in the region, have a particular need for day care
facilities for the pre-school age children while,theTarents
neek and/or maintain employment."

At age 65 where do they go? Large houses requiring constant
attention and Maintenance, and high taxes coupled with comoaratively
low pension and social security benefits force many older Southeastern
Connecticut residents to move from their owned home into rental haus-

Tn many of the suburban aiid rural towns
orehi_ts the build'ng of-multi-family units, the el4rly.c"ten msst
move to the ur'an towns. 7oreover, lower rent holjsirl which
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desired by retirees is usually limited to urban areas where the public
facilities, as well as the population and economic profile meet tho
requirements of federal grants which finance the low cost rentni uniLs.

In many cases the cities offer the distinct advantage of dense
commercial areas, which are generally close to the rental housing.
,ledical facilities are also clustered irOhe urban towns of New London
and Norwich. In an area without the benefit of mass transit (specifi-
cally buses), travel from outlying suburt)an and rural areas to shopplr
and medical centers is a problem to the retiree without a car, or no
longer able to drive.

On Guide Sheet #18 Part IV. There is a summary of one aspect
of income data - poverty status. The illustrations present data on
relationship of peverty persons, their location and their family stru-
cture. The planning agencies report continues:

Efforts by cities such as New London and:Norwich to mbreak u "
concentrated pockets of poverty within their boundaries has usually
involved the construction of federally funded low-cost rental housing
in other areas of the cities. A move out of the city is not a re-
commended course of action at this'time when employment covortunities
are extremely limited in the suburban and rural towns. At present,
the majority of poverty level families and unrelated individuals are
limited to the cities where jobs, low-cost housing, and limited public
traneportation are available.

There are many other uses of census data. Of particLlar value
are the section that deals with the quality and availability of hot, -
'rig. If you recall page 3 of the census form contains questions on
kitchen facilities, water service, toilets, showers, telephone°, ront,
etc. These answers to these questions can provide valuable guides to
town leaders in planning social service6.

Is there a need for new housing or rehabilitation? Do the elderly
have access to a phone? How old is the housing?

In order to help organize the census data for your town, we have

orovided a summary table on Guide Sheet //-18 Part V. In column 1 of

the table the data for the state of Connecticut -is listed.- Column 2
contains data for the hypothetical town Upland, Connecticut. In

Column 3, there is room for you to enter the census data for your town.
Take the time to assemble the data for your town. It will pro-

vide a base for future planning considerations in your community.
Guide Sheet 1/18 Part VI contains a list of sources for statistical
information on your town.

Lastly, let us consider one of the most variable of all of the
attributes of a population. The attitudes of people which comprise
it. You know, people have different ideas about almost everything-2or
example, about what age they would like to get married and how many
children they should have. They even have different ideas about wat
good oopulation size is and what community goods and services they

think they need.
To gain insight into local attitudes you may want to survey

your town. A sample survey is provided it Guide 8heet #19.
Part A of the survey on guide sheet ff19, is designed to det rmine
citizen attitudes toward the existing planning activity in your commun
ity. On the same page Part B allows a citizen to evaluate human
relation and cultural enrichment conditions in your area. On the
rext page, Part C encourages evaluation of economic develoi Rcti-

vities. Physical Environment condition and environmental qualities
evaluated in Part D. Section E ,llows a citizen to evaluatc

services in the community.
7 7
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Beginning with section F, the character of the survey changes.

A citizen is asked to indicate the priorities they place on the

spending of tax dollars. A major issue in planning Philosophy is

which services, responsibilities, or powers should be regionalied.

In cart G0 the participant is asked to express their opinion on this

issue.
What part does population growth play in the problems that exist

in your community. The questions in part H elicit citizen opinion-

on this controversial issue. The value of open space is the topic of

part I.
Section LT, asks the citizen to list the three priorities for new

projects that your community should have. In section K and L, the

survey participant is asked to list the people, organizations and

businesses that are most influential in their community. The answe.

to these questions can be most important in finding an effective
spokesman for community planning issues.

Finally, the questions in Section. M allow for an analysis of the
participants in the survey by sex, age, employment and mobility.

The survey is,an extensive_document. For your community it m-y only_

be 'necessary to use several sections. The entire survey is mented

on guide sheet #19 so you would be able to select and modify sections

that aoolied to your community. How does all this relate to land use

decision making? Community needs and services suchas recreation,

open space, housing, police, fire, public ,buildings, roads, public

transit, water supply and many others, all require land. It i2 the

planning process that allocates space to each need that the Synthesis

A-T considers. Review the survey. As you read each question consider

whether the question is appropriate for your community and how it re-

lates to land requirements. Stop the recorder while you completely

review the survey. (Pause).
Several methods can be used to conduct the survey. The following

are suggestions for your consideration:
1. A door-to-door or scientific sample survey by

zation set up specifically for this purpose.

2. A hi,h school class or older 4-H members doing the c -tE-t

work under proper guidance.

A survey involving all households or organi- -d on . a sc_entific

sample basis.

_0,usinessmen in the co
the survey.

ity asking customers to complete

In your community servey you may be surprised to find many

people who consider continued- populat. on growth to be necessary ur

our way of life. That is, they equate pope.le.tion growth with prosp

ity. They May in fact, even tell you t continued growth is neces-

sary for our economic existance. They are reflecting our cultural
heritatqe which suggested that growth is somehow American, that

ha2 been a part of the conquest of our frontiers and our expanse n.

Today, even some countries hold this viewpoint. Recently, both Japan

and Greece, faced with declining fertility rates and the probility of

a stabilizing population offered incentives to increase the number of

children per family. :The countries thereby hoped to avert a otagnet

or declining economy.
How would you respond to this philosophy? What suggestions and
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eolueions might you want to co -ider in a discuesion of a -own's
population growth with other community members.

In your discussion you will want to consider a variety of
ways in-which population growth influences a town. For help, let
us again turn to our sample survey questions on Guide Sheet P9.
For example, do you see a relationship between Upland's population and
the construction and placement of business and housing? The larger
a town's population, the greater its housing needs.' Therefore plan-
ning and zoning for adequate housing to meet Uplande present and
future population size is important. The placement of housing facili-
ties is also important. They should be built within reasonable dist-
ance of businesses and such eervices as schools, police, and fire pro-
tection and adequate roads. Or, if roads, water and sewage services
are not present, they must be ceretructed. At the eame time other
factors must be considered, for eeamplet the preservation of open
epace and the need for an attractive downtown debign, all of which
provide for an attractive quality of life environment. Obviously,
the construction of7n.ew facilities and the preservation of open space
are conflicting land uses. The town'of Uplands Topulation growth will
necessitate some housing construction which will in turn entail some
loss of open land. The question then becomes a matter of acceptable
trade-offs.

What other survey results may merit discussion? What about the
relationships between Uplands age structure and the human relatio
and cultural enrichment conditions determined in Part B of the survey?
Of uaramount importance is the availability of work opportunities, both
for edultsp-and also for youths just graduating from high school or
college and entering the job market. Are there adequate jobs available
eet now in Upland, or is it neceusary for some of the town residents

to seek employment in nearby areas? What about the availability of
jobs for school graduates? Based on the age structure of Upland
eopulation, will there be a need for greater or fewer number of
jobsin the next 10 years? Do you think the survey participant co
the question of job opportunities for their children, when they st
to consider the number of children they desire? Do you think Lhei.,
decisions regarding family size might be influenced by such consider-
ations?

Let us next consider the relationships between the tom of Up-
lands uresent population age structure and size and the serviceo it
requires, information on which was gathered in Parte E and F of the

eurveye Will there be a need for greater or fewer schools in the fut-

ure? What types of schools will have to be increased in size? 'Deoreas d
-47,e? For example, the renownelubaby booe ieenow over, will there

be a decrease in the need for elementary and secondary schools? Will
this be replaced by an increased need for adult education schools.
Anewers to each of these questions will have to be met by the town
planning board, which is fully aware of th: tremendous expense of

modern education.
Finally, the results of your survey will tell you something of

the demand for recreational opportunities, and will give you insights
into what_specific types of recreational opportunities are needed...

Dy examining the results, you may find a relationship again between
the age structure of liamden's population, their occupation, and the
type- of recreational opportunities they feel beet meet their needs.
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For example from Part'I young people will probably value such

ites as a park or local lake highly. Young families may also find

these two areas attractive, Boys and men will probably be quite inter

ested in the value of the local streambelt for its fishing opportunities.

Many adults will find the golf courses and game preserves to be the

most valuable recreational opportunities offered by the city while

peihaps older, retired individuals will prefer such sites as the town

green.
Can you see any other interesting relationships that might

evolve from survey results? We hope that you will have found some new

,and interesting avenues to explore.into the relationship between

population and the area in which it lives.
Now, let us test your understanding of each of the population

relationships which we have discussed in this unit by giving you a 1

hypothetical population to work with! Look at Guide Sheet ii20 which

gives you a brand new population just starting out. First, you will

note that the individuals comprising the population have very definate

life space limitations, apparently caused by the presence of a new

atmospheric gas. At any-rate everyone lives to the same approximate

life span and then dies during the 50-60 year old age intervals.

Apparently-a new and unknown chemical in the Martian water cquyses cou
ples to have 2 children at the age of 20 and 2 at the age of 30; and

the sex rates of all offspring will be equal. First, plot in the

numbers of people in the first year, We know that there will be 20

people, each of which are twenty years old. We also know that they

form 10 couples, and from our population characteristics, each of those

couples will have 2 babies or a total of 20 babies at this. time.

Therefore, the total population during the first year on Kars will be

40 people. Now let us try ten years later. At this time ';he 20 peo

ple who were 20 years old will all be 30 years old? so we p:.ace them

in the 30 year age column. Their 20 babies born in the first year will

now be 10 years old. Now we also know that the 10 couples will each

produce 2 more babies now that they are 30 years old for a to+q.1 of

20 new babies. How many people will the total pupulation now consist

of? 60, right? You may find it to be fun to fill out the chart

completely, then plot the growth force of the population. ,Would.you

say this is a:rapidly growing population? Take a look at the strUct

ure of its age pyramid! Based on our discussion of population resoUrce

reeuirementst what kinds of goods and services will this population

require att for example, 20 years, 40 years, 60 years? Do you see a

trend in the appearence and placement of importance of different forms

of goods and services, such as health and education, during the 80 year

span of this pooulations existance?
Now that-you are experienced at the population exercise try .a

similar activity on Guide Sheet #22. Turn off the recorder Priuse).


